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Abstract 




The purpose of this thesis is to use basic ideas of Mathematics and Physics, such as Darcy' s Law 
and the Law of Conservation of Mass to derive a differential equation to model the flow of 
groundwater. This equation will then be solved analytically for the two-dimensional groundwater 
flow equation. which will be a function that describes the head height of groundwater at a certain 
point at any given time. The differential equation will also be solved by a numerical method, 
using basic laws of Calculus. The two methods - analytical and numerical- wjJJ then be 
compared by applying each one to an example problem, and another possible method for solving 
the example problem will arise from the comparison . 
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If you dig into the ground anywhere on earth, you will eventually hit water. It may not appear to 
be moving, but it is, likely very slowly. The study and modeling of groundwater is necessary 
because we rely on groundwater for many things, such as irrigating crops and supplying us with 
drinking-water, and it is important to know how to predict where that water will be found, how 
deep we need to dig for it, and how long it might stay there. For example, if a person wants to 
build a house somewhere outside of a city, they need to consider where they wi 11 be able to put a 
well in to get water for their house, how deep that well will need to be, and how likely it is that 
the well will produce a good water supply for a long period of time. Drilling wells is an 
expensive and time consuming process, so we would not want to just drill haphazardly hoping to 
find water somewhere, we want to know ahead of time where drilling will be the most 
productive. 
In 1850 a French engineer, Henri Darcy, was interested in studying how water flows through the 
ground, because he wanted to set up a water filtering system for the city of Dijon, France, that 
would use beds of clean sand to filter the water. By experimentation, Darcy developed an 
equation to model how groundwater flows, called Darcy's Law. Darcy's Law gives a 
relationship between the volumetric flow rate of water, Q, and the hydraulic head, h, which can 
be thought of as the height of the water level, in units oflength, measured relative to some 
chosen level, such as sea level, in terms of the change in head height between two particular 
wells, tlh, the distance the water was traveling, L, and the cross-sectional area the water was 
flowing through, A. Darcy's law says that the volumetric flow rate is equal to the flux (the 
volumetric flow rate through a cross-sectional area of one unit in units oflengthltime), denoted 
q, times a cross-sectional area. The flux, q is also equal to the hydraulic conductivity, K(units of 
length/time, which gives a measure of how well groundwater flows through a given material 
(sand, for example, through which water flows quite easily, has a range of K values from 10-2 to 
103 ftlday, whereas clay, through which water does not flow easily, has a range of K values from 







Figure 1: A simple column to model the on~dimensional flow of water through an aquifer. Water flows in 
the left end and out the right end of a cylinder filled with geologic material such as sand. Hydraulic head 
levels are measured at wells located at each end of the column. (Brown) 
For one-dimensional flow, as in Figure 1, in the x-direction, Darcy's Law can be VvTitten, in the 
djscrete case, as 
2 
Q=KiA h . M were 1=-, 
L 
(1) 
or, for the continuous case when we are looking at a single position along the aquifer, as 
Q=KiA h . dh w ere l=~-. 
dx 
(2) 
For this thesis, we will assume that we are dealing with isotropic geologic material, such as sand, 
in which, at any particular location, the hydrologic properties in any direction are identical. We 
also asswne that the aquifer (a portion of the ground through which water can move relatively 
easily) is relatively flat, so that the only significant direction of groundwater flow is horizontally. 
(Hadlock, 183) We choose not to look at the case of anisotropic materials, such as granite, which 
are more complex to model, because the hydrologic properties vary in any direction. 
The Law a/Conservation a/iv/ass (Wang and Anderson, 67) says that mass cannot be created or 
destroyed, and therefore the amount of mass in any closed system cannot change regardless of 
what is happening within that system. Using Darcy's Law and the Law of Conservation of Mass, 
a differential equation, which we call the groundvvater flow equation, will be derived and solved. 
This equation describes groundwater flow and can be used to calculate the hydraulic head at any 
point in an aquifer, at any given time. A numerical method for solving the steady-state problem, 
which describes the long time behavior of groundwater levels is also discussed and compared to 
the analytical method for solving the same problem and fmally, a combination of the two 
methods is introduced as a possible solution method. 
2. Derivation of two-dimensional groundwater flow equation 
To derive the two-dimensional groundwater flow equation, we apply the Law of Conservation of 
Mass to a small rectangular solid within a larger region below the Earth's surface that contains 
groundwater, of width 2i'..y, length 2Llx, and height i'..z = 1, with sides parallel to the coordinate 
planes (xy, xz, and yz). We assume that the flow in the z-direction is negligible, so we consider 





Figure 2: Volume increment in a ground-water flow field with two-dimensional flow. (lladlock, 197) 
The Law of Conservation of Mass, for the case of a fluid, says that 
Flow in left face + flow in right face + flow in bottom face + flow in top face + rate of 
water added or removed from storage = 0, (3) 
(Wang and Anderson, 67) where we assume that along the left face, for example, the inward 
flow of water, which may vary as the y-coordinate varies, can be represented by the one specific 
flow of water at the center of the left face, namely Q(x - &,y) and make similar assumptions 
for the other three faces of the rectangle (Hadlock, 197). Then Eq. (3) becomes 
Q(x - &,y) - Q(x + &,y) + Q(x,y - .6y) - Q(x,y + .6y) 
= R(x,y) * (4b.x~y) - S * (4b.x.6y) * Mz , 
.61 
(4) 
where Q(x,y) is the volumetric flow rate (units of volume/time), R(x,y) is the volume of water 
added per unit time per unit aquifer area and S is the volume of water released from storage per 
unit area of aquifer per unit decline in head, or S = .6 V", , where .6 V", is the rate of release 
&~yM ill 
ofa volume of water, .6 V", , from storage (Wang and Anderson, 68). 
Using the two dimensional version of Darcy's Law (Hadlock, 190), 
Q = qA =- KY'hA, 
which is equivalent to saying 
Bh 




Qy-dlfeClwn =- K- A, 
ay 
which are simply the one-dimensional versions of Darcy's Law for each direction, we can find a 
relation between the volumetric flow rate Q and the hydraulic head , which is what we really 
want. Applying Darcy ' s Law, Eq. (4) becomes 
[~ on m & 1 - K do; (x - D.x, y)(2~y) - 8: (x + & , y)(2~y) + & (x,y - ~)(2&) - i)! (x, y + ~y)(2~) 
= R(x,Y) * (4t.x6y) - S* (4~~y) * '::; 
Dividing through by -4K.1xL1y gives 
& in m on -(x+~X",y)--(x-b.x,y) ---;::-(X, y+6y)----;::-(X, y-6y) t ( D.h ) 
& ex + 0' 0' =_ S--R(xy/) . 
2& 2~y K 61 ' , 





h 1 ( on ) 
-+-=- S--R(x Y t) & 2 i)!2 Kif " , (5) 
which is a partial differential equation in which the unknown function to be solved for is the 
hydraulic head h(x,y, t). 
3. Solving the two-dimensional flow equation 
We begin with the partial differential equation (5) for the hydraulic head which was derived in 
the previous section, 
o < x < a, ° < y < b, t > 0, 
where k = K is the hydraulic diffusivity - the ratio of hydraulic conductivity to storage 
S 
(6) 
coefficient - and it is assumed that there is no water being added by letting R(x,y,t) := 0 for all x, 
y, and t. 
In order to get a unique solution to Eq. (6), we need to impose additional conditions on the 
function h(x,y,t). In this case, the appropriate choices are boundary conditions and an initial 
condition. If we know the groundwater levels at the boundaries of the region in Figure 2, x=O, 
x=a, y =O, and y=b, we can write the boundary conditions as functionsfJ(x), h(x), gj{y) , and 
g2(Y) , respectively, 
h(x,O,t) '= fJx) O<x<a, t > 0, (7) 
h(x,b,t) = f2(X) O<x<a, ! > 0, (8) 
h(O,y,!)::;;; g\ (y) o <y < b, I> 0, (9) 
h(a,y,!) == g2(Y) o <y <b, t> 0. (I 0) 
Ifwe know the initial groundwater level at each point (x,y) at time 1=0, we can write the initial 
condition in tenns of the functionj(x,y), which describes the initial heights, i.e. 
h(x,y,O) = f(x,y), O<x<CI,O<y<b. (11 ) 
Problem (6)-(11) is known as an initial value-boundalY value probLem (powers, 118). 
5 
In order to make this problem simpler to solve, we split it into two separate problems, the steady 
state problem and the transient problem (Powers, 123). As t ---') co, we expect that h(x,y,t) will 
no longer vary with time, so 
limh(x,y, t) = v(x,y), 
/ -+'XJ 
and 
limh/(x,y,t) = 0, 
/--><1> 
where v(x,y) is called the steady-state solution. Using these limits in Egs. (6)-(10), we can see 
that v(x,y) solves the boundary value problem 
Va + Vyy == 0, o < X < a, 0 < y < b, (I 2) 
v(x,O) = J,(x), 0< x < a, (13) 
v(x,b) = f 2(x), 0< x < a, (14) 
v(O,y)=g)(y), o <y < b, (15) 
and 
v(a,y) = g2(Y)' o <y <b. (16) 
We then assume that the solution to problem (6)-(11) can be v.rritten as 
h(x,y,t) =: w(x,y,t) + v(x,y) (17) 
where w(x,y,t) is called the transient solution. 
In order to find w(x,y,t), we rewrite Eg. (17) as 
W(X,y,l) = h(x,y,f) - v(x,y). (18) 
Then, differentiating both sides of (18) with respect to x twice,y twice, and t once, 
and 
W.u (x ,y,t) = h;o;(x,y, t) - v n(x,Y), 
w ",, (x ,y,t) = h",, (x,y, t) - v (x,y) , 
,T.' n >Y 
W, (x,y ,!) = h,(x,y,!) - v/(x,y) = hJx ,y , t) . 
It follows from Eqs. (19) and (20) 
Then by Eqs, (6) and (12), Eq. (22) can be wrinen as 
1 1 
W,," + w }y = kh 1 - 0 = k h, 
Also, dividing Eq. (21) by k leads to 
1 1 
-w =-h k I k I' 
Therefore, Eqs. (23) and (24) show that w(x,y,t) solves the equation 
1 
w"" + Ww ='k Wt ' 
Using Eqs, (7)-(11) and (13)-(16), we can find boundary conditions for w(x,y,tj: 
w(x,O,t) = h(x,O, t) - v(x,O) 
and 
=J;(x)- J;(x)=O , 
w(x,b, t) = h(x,b, t) - v(x,b) 
= f2(X) - f2(X) = 0, 
w(O,y, t) == h(O,y ,!) - v(O,y) 
= gl(Y) - g,(y) = 0, 
w(a,y,t) = h(a,y,!) - v(a,y) 
= g2(Y)- g2(Y) = 0, 
as well as an initial condition 
O<x<a, 
0< x < a, 
° <y <b, 









w(x,y,O) = h(x,y,O) -v(x,y) 
= h(x,y,O) - v(x,y) = f(x,y) - v(x,y), O<x<a,O<y<b. 
Therefore, the transient w(x,y,t) is the solution to the linear homogeneous initial value, boundary 
value problem 
1 
w +w =-w 
xx YY k I' 
w(x,O,!) = ° 
w(x,b,t) = ° 
w(O,y,t) = 0 
w(a,y,t) = 0 
and 
w(x,y,O) = f(x,y) - v(x,y) 
O<x<a, t > 0, 
O<x<a, t > 0, 
o <y <b, t> 0, 








The solution h(x,y,t) to the boundary value problem given by Eqs. (6)-(11) is now found by 
solving the transient and steady state boundary value problems; as stated in Eq. (17), the sum of 
those solutions will be equal to h(x,y,t). 
3.1 Solving the Transient Problem 
We begin with the Eq. (26), boundary conditions given by Eqs. (27)-(30), and initial condition 
given by Eq. (31), which set the transient function equal to zero at the boundary of the 
rectangular area, and describe the initial value of the transient function at time [=0 by the 
fWlctionf(x,y)-v(x,y), which we choose to call g(x,y). 
7 
To solve problem (26)-(31), we use the technique of sepm'ation of variables or Fourier's Method 
(Powers, 126). This classic technique, which was used by Joseph Fourier to study heat How in 
objects, will be the key to solving several problems that appear throughout this thesis . Assmning 
that the solution to (26) can be written as 
w(~, y, t) = ¢(x, y)T(t), 
then substituting w(x, y) of form (32) into (26), we find 






Because the right side of the Eq. (33) is a function of x and y and the left side of the equation is a 
function oft, in order for this equality to hold for 0 < x < a, 0 < y < b, 0 < t , the common value 
of the two functions must be some constant, A. This leads to the differential equations 
T'(t ) - AkT(t) = 0 , t>O 
and 
;J¢(x,y) + iJtjJ(x,y) = Ad.{x ) 
8;2 0;2 'f'\.. ,y 
, 
The boundary conditions (27)-(30) become 
and 
¢(x, O)T(I) = 0, 
¢(x, b)T(t) = 0, 
¢(O, y)T(t) = 0, 
rf(a, y) T(t) = 0, 
0< x < a, t > 0, 
O<x<a, 1>0 , 
o <y <b, t > 0, 








In order for all four ofEqs. (36)-(39) to hold, either T(t) = 0 for every t, or ~ = 0 on each 
boundary. Choosing T(t) = 0 leads to the trivial solution, w(x,y,t) =0 for all x, y, and t, so we 
choose ~ = ° for each case, which gives the following boundary conditions for ~: 
and 
¢(r:, 0) = 0, 
¢(x, b) = 0, 
¢(O, y) = 0, 
¢ra, y) = 0, 
O< x < a, 
0< x < G, 
o < y < h, 





Thus, ~ solves a new boundary value problem, namely (35) , (40)-(43), for which we wjll again 
use separation of variables to fU1d ~ , assuming 
¢(x, y) = X(x)Y(y) . (44) 
With assumption (44) applied to (35), after dividing both sides by ¢(x,y) = X(x)Y(y) , (35) 
becomes 
X" (x) Y"(y) 
-....:........:.+--=A 
X(x) Y(y) (45) 
Because the sum of a function of x and a function of y is a constant, the two quotients on the left 
side of (45) must also be constant; i.e. 
and 
X"(x ) :: B 
X(x) 
yll(y) 
--=c y(y) , 
for some constants B and C. 
From (46) and (47), it follows that X and Ymust satisfy 
X'(x) - BX(x) = a 0 < x < a, 
and 
y"(y)-cy(y) ~ 0, o <y < h. 
Also, using (44), the boundary conditions (40)-(43) become 
X(x)Y(O) = 0, 0< x < a, 
X(x) Y(b) = 0, O<x < a, 
X(O)Y(y) = 0, 0 < y < b, 
and 









Again, in order to keep ~ from being equal to zero for all x and y, neither X or Y can be zero for 
all x nor for all y respectively, so we require each of the functions X and Y to be zero at the 
endpoints ofthei..r intervals of definition: 
and 
Y(O) = 0, 
Y(b) = 0, 
X(O) = 0, 





We now have two independent problems in which we have a homogeneous ordinary differential 
equation with homogeneous boundary conditions: Eqs . (48), (56)-(57) are one problem and Eqs. 
(49), (54)-(55) fonn the other. Such problems are called eigenvalue problems (Powers, 133). 
9 
To find the solutions to the eigenvalue problem (49), (54)-(55), called the eigenfunctions, we use 
the characteristic equation method (Boyce and Diprima, 138), which transfonns Eq. (49) into the 
poiynomial 
which has roots 
m=±~, 
assuming C > O. 
Then it follows that the general solution to Eq. (49) is 
Y(y) = c] coshy~ + c 2 sinhy.vc, 
where c 1 and c: are arbitrary constants. 
Applying boundary conditions Eqs. (54) and (55) to (58), we get 
0= YeO) = cp 
and 
0;; Y(b) = c, sinh(b~), 
Since band C are not zero, c]=O must hold. 
Since c] = C 2 = 0 , Eq. (58) becomes 
Y(y) == 0, 
yielding the trivial solution 
w(x,y,1) == 0, 
which we don't want. 
10 
(58) 
In order to find a non-trivial solution YCY), we now repeat the above steps to solve (49), this time 




so the general solution to Eq. (49) becomes 
Y(y)=c] + yc 2 . 
Applying boundary conditions Egs. (54) and (55) to Eq. (59), we get 
0;; Y(O)=c p 
and 
(59) 
Because b is not zero, C2=O must hold, and we again get the trivial solution, so C = 0 is not a 
good choice. 
11 
Finally, we try C < 0, which for notational convenience in what follows, we write as C=_y2, for y 
> O. In this case, the characteristic polynomial is 
which has roots 
m = ±iv, 
so the general solution to Eg. (49) is 
Y(y) == c1 cosyv + c2 sinyv. 
Applying the boundary condition (54) to (60), we get 
0= Y(O)=c], 
and applying boundary condition (55) to (60), we find that 
Y(h) == a = c2 sinbv. 
Now, either C2=O, or sin b v == O. If C2=O, we again get the trivial solution, so we choose 
sinh v ~ 0, which occurs when v' ~ ( n; )' ,for n ~ ... ,-3,-2,-1,1,2,3, ... 
(60) 
Letting c,=l, we see that for each non-negative integer, n, we have a solution to problem (49), 
(54)-(55) of the form 
with n = ... -3,-2,-1,1,2,3, ... (61) 
Using a similar argument, with B=-/, for J.1 > 0, we find the solution to probJem (48), (56)-(57) 
of the form 
2 =(mn)2 f..lm , 
a 
m = ... -3,-2,-1,1,2,3, ... (62) 
Since we now know the values of constants Band C, we also know the value of constant A. 
Recall from Eqs. (45)-(47) that 
A=B+C 
=_,}+_v2 < 0 
==-A? for A > O. (63) 
12 
Thus for each pair of non-negative integers m,n, there is a solution of (35), (40)-(43) of the form 
(44), i.e. 
m= ... ,-3,-2,-1, 1,2,3 ... , n= ... ,-3,-2,-i,l,2,3 ... (64) 
withXm(x) and Yn(y) given by Eqs. (61) and (62). 
For each rn, n, the corresponding function Tmn{t), the solution of (34), is found by integrating 
with respect to t, which leads to 
In I Tmn 1= -A.? kt + C l , (65) 
for arbitrary constant c). Applying the exponential function to both sides of (65), we find 
(66) 
where c2 = ± exp(c1) • Again, choosing C2= 1, we get, from (32), (44), (61) - (64), and (66), for 
each pair of indices m, n (m = -3,-2,-1,1, 2, 3, .. . , n = -3,-2,-1,1, 2,3, ... ), a function 
:_( m1lXJ . (nTrY) (2 kt) 
= SU\ ---;- Sill -b- exp - It",,, , 
which satisfies the partiaJ differential equation (26) and the boundary conditions (27)-(31). 
The Principle o/Superposition (Powers, 4) states that any linear combination of the solutions of 
a linear homogeneous equation is also a solution of the equation. Since (12) is a linear 
homogeneous equation, we'd expect that a linear combination of the form 
00 tC 
Wmn(x, y, t) = L "Lam,,¢mn (x, y)Tmn(l) (67) 
m~l ~~1 
may also solve (26)-(31). (Note that this sum in (67) also includes all tenns with m and n equal to 
negative integers, because sine -8) = - sine fJ) .) 
To show this formally, we substitute Eq. (67) into Eq. (26) 
~~[a T(t)if¢mn(x'Y)+a T(t)iJ¢mn(X'Y)]=~~~(a '" (Xy)8I'(t)J ~~ m17 &2 mn ;1,2 ~L.... k mn'f/mn' it 
m=ln=! uy m=ln=l , 
which becomes 
13 
Cancelling like terms, this reduces to 
which is true, by the definition of _..lJ in (63). 
We now show formally that the boundary conditions Eqs. (27)-(31) are satisfied by Wmn of form 
(67), by using the fact that each ¢,nn(x,y) solves Eqs. (40)-(43). In particular, 
~ -co 00 Q'J 
w(x,b,t) = :L2:>mn¢",n (x,b)Tmn U) :::;: LLQmn * 0 * Tmn(t) = 0, 
m=!n=! In=)n=] 
co 00 o:JCO 
w(O,y,t) = LLamn¢mn (O,y)Tm" (f) = LLamn * 0* Tmn{t) = 0, 
m:ln=l 
and 
00 r;t) 00 O'J 
w(a,y,t) = IL Qmn¢mn (a,y)Tmn (t) = L2:amn * 0 * T~n(t) = O. 
m=) n=1 
For (67) to be a solution of (26)-(31), the initial condition given by Eq. (31) still has to be 
satisfied. If h has the above form (67), then the initial condition becomes, substituting Eq. (67) 
into Eq. (31), with 1=0, 
'" '" 
IIamnq)mn(x,y) = g(x,y) 
m=!,,=l (68) 
Multiplying both sides ofEq. (68) by 
¢pix,y):::;: s~P: )Si{ q:) 
for fixed p and q and integrating, we find that formally 
"" <Xl b 0 ( p 7lX) ( q 7lV l~ 
=: ;;~L L g(x,y)sin --;- sin b rdy 
(69) 
must hold. 
Now, in the case that m, n, p,and q are not equal, 
=: ab
2
1( 1 sin Jr(m - p) _ sinn(m + p)XSin Jr(n - q) - sinn(n + q)j\ J 
4Jr ~ m-p m+p n-q n+q 
which will always equal zero, because m, n, p,and q are integers and the sine of any integer 
multiple of nis equal to zero. 
For the case when m=p, and n=q, we get 
J h fa . 2(mllX) . 2(n1l)'rd _ (a aSin(2mJr)Xb _bsl----='n(_2n----'-Jr)) Sln -- sm -- y - - - - -
o 0 a b 2 4mn 2 4nJr 
Again, because m and n, are integers, this reduces to 
I b I a . 2(m1lXJ . 2(n;ry~d ab sm -- sm -- Y=-o 0 a b 4 
Therefore 
b a { ab 'f d - 1 m = pan n =: q J J ¢mn(x,Y)¢pq(x,y)dr:dy= 4 
I} 0 O,othervvise, (70) 
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We call Eq. (70) an orthogonality condition (powers, 247). Applying (70) to (69), we see that all 
tenns on each side of (69) vanish except ones in which p = m and q = n, from which it follows 
that the formula for the coefficients amn is 
am" = -±- j J g(x,y)siJ mllX)s' f nfOJ) dx dy 
ab 0 0 '- a ~ b (71) , 
for m""},2,3, ... and n=1,2,3, ... Thus, Eg. (67) with coefficients given by Eg. (71) is the solution 
to the transient initial value-boundary value problem given in Eqs. (26)-(31) . 
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Note that the [annal calculations done above can be shown to hold rigorously, but this is beyond 
the scope of this thesis. The key to this is to show that the series solution given by Eq. (67) 
converges uniformly on appropriate sets (Rudin, 147-154). Also, it can be shown that the double 
Fourier series in (69), v.,rith coefficients given by (71) converges to g(x.y), provided the function 
g(x,y) is sufficiently well-behaved, for example when the first and second partial derivatives of 
g(x,y) are continuous throughout the rectangle definied by O<x<a and O<y<b (Tolstov, 178 and 
Asmar,157-158). 
3.2 Solving the Steady State Problem 
In order to solve the steady-state boundary value problem (12) - (16), we split it mto four 
separate boundary value problems, for the functions VI, V2, V3, and V4. Each of these problems 
will have three homogeneous and one non-homogeneous boundary conditions (Edwards, 636) 
and is much simpler to solve than the complete steady-state boundary value problem (12)-(16). 
The solution to the steady-state boundary value problem will then be given by 
v(x,y) = V] (x,y)+v2 (x ,y) + v3(x,y)+v4 (x,y). 
These four boundary value problems are 
tn + v,''' = 0, 0< x < a, O<y<b 
v](O,y): v](a,y) = v](x,b) == 0, 0< x < a, O<y<b 
v](x,O) - -hex), O<x<a r +v, =0, o <x < a, o <y <h xx yy 
v1 (x,O) = v 2(0,y) = v2(a,y) = 0, 0< x <a, o <y <h 
v2(x,b) = fix), 0< x < a, ° <y <h 
{";U+ V 3W =0' O<x <a, o <y <b 
"3(X,O) = v)(x,b) = v3(a,y) = 0, 0< x < a, o <y <h 
v3 (O ,y) =gJy), O<y<b 
and r +v, =0, O<x<a, O<y<b xx ~yy 
V4(x,O) = v4(x,b) = v4(O,y) =0, o <x <a, O<y<b 














If we substitute (72) into the original problem in Eqs. (12) - (16) and use the fact that VI through 
V4 satisfy (73)-(75) through (82)-(84), respectively, we can see that this method will lead to a 
solution of the original steady-state boundary value problem. 
For each of the problems (73 )-(75), (76)-(78), (79)-(81), and (82)-(84), we use separation of 
variables, assuming v/x,y) can be written as v,(x,y) = X(x)Y(y) , for i = 1,2,3, and 4. Note that 
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these functions X and Yare not the same functions used in the separation of variables solution for 
the transient problem and will change for each of the problems (73)-(75) to (82)-(84). 
Substituting v(x,y) = X(x)Y(y) into the equation Eg. (73) and dividing by X(x) Y(y) gives 
Xli (x) Y"(y) 
-...:........:-=---
X(x) Y(y) (85) 
As before, in order for (85) to hold for all values ofx and y, both sides of (85) must equal a 
constant, D. Again, we have three choices for D, D = 0, D > 0, or D < O. From (85) and (74), to 
avoid the trivial solution, X and Y must satisfy 
and 
f Xlt(x) - DX(x) = 0, 
iX(O) =0, 
lX(a) = 0, 
{
YIO(y) + DY(y) = 0, 
Y(b) = 0, 
YeO) = J; (x), 
O<x<a 







The problem given by Eqs. (86)-(88) is exactly the same as one we've already solved, namely 
(48), (56)-(57) from the transient problem in section 3.1. Thus, we already know that D < ° must 
hold and setting D = -1' < 0 for y > 0, we find that for each non-zero integer n, there exists an 





for n = ... ,-3,-2,-1,1 ,2,3 , ... 
Then, using the method of characteristic equations (Boyce and DiPrima, 13 8), for each 
eigenvalue "In given by (93), problem (89) has a general solution of the form 
L( nny) ,_J nny] 
Yn(y) = An cos, ~ + Bn Sllll\ ~ , 
where An and Bn are arbitrary constants. Using the boundary condition (90), we see that 





A { mfb) n Cos -
B =_ a 
n 'cl{ nnb J S1 -
a 
Thus, Yn6;J can be written as 
(95) 
Choosing a/1=I, we see that corresponding to each non-zero integer n is a solution to Eqs. (73) 
and (74) of the fonn X(x) Y6;), with Xn given by Eqs, (92), (93) and Yn given by Eq. (95). As 
before with the transient problem, it follows from the Principle of Superposition, that any linear 
combination of the form 
GO 
v1ex,y) = IXn (x)Y" (y) 
n=l 
-f- ,m7X inh nn(b - y) 
= L..cnsJO-s (96) 
,,=1 a CI 
should be a solution to Eqs. (73) and (74), 
To show this fonnally, we substitute Eq. (96) into Eq. (73) and fmd 
" 
Vlxx + Vl)y == Ie n [X"ex)Y(y) + X(x)Y"(y)] 
n=1 
~ l-(nn)2 . nffX 'nh mr(b - y) (nn)2 inh nn(b - y) . nffX
J 
0 
=L,.cn - 51O-S1 + - S sm- = , fI~l L a a a a a a 
and, substituting Eq. (96) into Eq. (74) 
GO 
v1(O,y) = IcnX(O)Y(y) 
'" 
= Len *0* Y(y)=O, 
00 
vl(a,y) = l>nX(a)Y(y) 
n =l 
<J) 




v1(x,b) = Lc"X(x)Y(b) 
'" 
= Ien * X (x ) * Y(b) = O. 
To find the coefficients Cn, we use boundary condition (91) with VI given by (96) to see that 
Then, using the same type of idea as in the solution of the transient problem, with the 
orthogonality condition for integers m and n 
J a .(mnx) u{nm}x {!!.. ifm = n, Sl--$ ~ =2 
o a a 0, otherwise 
which is found from the integrals 
J Q siJ mnx)SiJ nnx t .. = .!!.-.[Sin(m - n)m) sin((m + n)m: )Jo = 0 
o 1\ a 1\ a r 21< m - n m + n 
o 
when m ~ n, and 
Jo . 2(mm}u (x a .(2nJlX)~ a a 5lO - = ---51 - = 
o a 2 4mr a 0 2' 
respectively, we can find the coefficients Cn in (96). 
(97) 
(98) 




~ ra. m1rX . n1rX inh nn(b) dx ra {" ( ) . m1rX dx 
L..CnJf Sln--SID-S -- = Jf J\ X sm . 
n=) G a a a 0 a 
(99) 
By Eq. (98) all terms on each side of Eg. (99) vanish except ones in which m = n, so 
. nnb 2 fa . nnx 
en smh- = - J;(x)slll-dx, 
a a a a 
or 
2 J a . nm 
en =-----::-b J;(x)sm-dx. 
asinh~~'- 0 a 
(l00) 
a 
Then the solution to problem (73)-(75) is 
( ~. nnx inh nn(b - y) vjx,Y)=L..cnsm-s > 
a a 
n=l 
where the coefficients Cn are given by Eg. (l00). 
IfJ1(x) is periodic function of period 2a that is sectionally smooth then the Fourier series given 
by (96) converges to the average of the right and left limits ofJ1(x) at any x-value whereJ1(x) is 
defined. To say thatJ1(x) is sectionally smooth on a finite interval, we mean that; on this 
interval,J1(x) is sectionaJly continuous,f'dx) exists, except possibly at a finite number of points; 
andjl(x) is sectionally continuous. By sectionally continuous, we mean thatJ1(x) is continuous, 
except possibly for a finite number of jumps and removable discontinuities (Powers, 60 - 61). 
To show rigorously that the series (96) satisfies the differential equation, we use the idea of 
uniform convergence, which can be shown true for series like (96) if the functionJi(x) is 
sufficiently well-behaved (Powers, 64-68, 71), the details of which are beyond the scope of this 
thesis. 
The solution to problem (76)-(78) is found in the same way as that for (73)-(7S} with X(x) 
solving (86)-(88) for 0 = -01 for y < 0 and Y(y) solving (89) with slightly different boundary 
conditions: 
[Y"(y)-yY(y) =0, O<y<b 
i YeO) = 0, 




It follows that for each non-zero integer, n, there is a solution Xn{x) given by Egs. (92) and (93), 
as before, and Eq. (I01) has a corresponding generaJ solution Yn(Y) given by Eq. (94). 
Using this solution for Yn(Y) with boundary condition (102), we get a solution to (101)-(102) of 
the form 
Y" (y) = En sinh nJry , 
a 
for each noo-zero integer n, where En is an arbitrary constant, which can be taken to be l, as 
before. 
Then, from the Principle of Superposition, as in the case of problem (73) - (75), it follows that 
there should be a solution to (76) - (78) of the form 
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(104) 
with coefficients bn to be determined. To find the coefficients bn, we use boundary condition 
(103) 
Then, by the same process as in the solution of (73)-(75), orthogonality condition (98) implies 
2 J a • nm bn = b f 2(x)SlU-dx, 
inh nn. 0 a as -
(l05) 
a 
and the solution to problem (76)-(78) is given by Eq. (104) with the coefficients bn are by Eq. 
(105) . 
The solutions to problems (79)-(81) and (82)-(84) are found similarly. For these problems, we 




For both problems (79)-(81) and (82)-(84), Y(y) has the boundary conditions 
YCO) = Y(b) = 0, (108) 
so from the work we did to solve problems (48), (56)-(57) and (86)-(88), problem (l07), (J 08) 
has eigenvalues and eigenfunctions 
(109) 
respectively. 
For problem (79)-(81), we also have boundary conditions for X(x): 
X(a) = 0 and X(O) = gl(Y)' 
which means that X(x) solves the same type of problem as (89)-(91), and it follows that the 
solution to (79)-(81) is 
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( ) ~d ' nrry 'nhmr(a - x) V 3 x,y = L..,. n Stn-Sl 
n~ l b b 
(110) 
where the coefficients dn are given by 
2 I b ,n1rY dn = g,(y)sm-dy, 
b 'nhnTra 0 b S1 ~
(111 ) 
h 
The solution to problem (82)-(84) is similar, with eigenfunctions Y.,(y) given by Eg, (109) and 
corresponding Xn(X) solvjng (106), with different boundary conditions: 
X(O) = 0 and X(a) = g2(Y)' 
which means that Xn(x) solves a problem similar to the problem (101)-(103) , From this, we can 
see that the solution to (82)-(84) is 
c¢ 
( ) "" . n1rY 'nh nJrX v 4 X,Y = L..,.en Sln-Sl -n ~ \ h b 
(112) 
where the coefficients en are given by 
2 J b ,n1rY 
e" = g2(Y)Stn-dy, 
b 'nhnTra 0 b 51 -
(113) 
b 
Formal and rigorous arguments similar to those for (73) - (75) show that the solutions V2 , V3, and 
V4 satisfy problems (76) - (78), (79) -(81), and (82) - (84), respectively, 
Now that we've found the solutions to the fOUI problem (73)-(75) through (82)-(84), from (72), 
the solution to the initial boundary value problem (12)-(16) is a linear combination of the 
solutions to these four simpler problems 
( 'nh n71(b - Y) b 'nh n1rY) . n7rX 00 e nsl + n SI - Sill-
" a a a v(x,Y) = L..,. 
.. _\' (d 'nh n71(a - x) 'nh nJ7:X) , n m ) 
,,- : + S) +e S1 - sm-'-"7 L n b n b b 
where en, bn. d", e", are given by Eqs , (l 00),(1 05),(111), and (113)~ respectively, 
3.3 The Complete Solution 
(114) 
Now that we' ve found the transient solution and the steady-state solution, the solution to the 
original groundwater flow problem, Egs. (6)-(11), is given by (17) , i,e. 
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h(x,y,l) = w(x,y,!) + v(x,y) (115) 
where w(x,y,t) is given by Eg. (67), and v(x,y) is given by Eg. (114). 
4. An Example of Modeling Groundwater Flow 
4.1 Applying the Analytical Model to the Two-Dimensional Groundwater Flow Equation 
We now test the analytical solution (25) to the two-dimensional groundwater flow equation on 
the following example, shown in Figure 3. The initial head values are known and assumed to be 
fixed for all times at each of the wells on the boundary of the rectangular region. We also assume 
that the initial head values of the 25 inner wells labeled hi through h25 are given and can be used 
to give the initial condition of the problem. 
240 260 280 300 315 340 365 
230 
h, ho h11 ~16 h2\ sooo 
· 
• • • 
h 2 h7 hl2 h" h22 
4000 220 • • • • • 355 
h J he h., h ' 8 h23 3(IOC 215 
. ., 
• • • • • 350 
210 
h. hg h,,, h,c hZ4 
2000 • • • • • 345 
205 
h" h,o h,,, h20 h"" 
1000 • • • • • 340 
200 210 225 245 270 300 335 
2000 3000 :;000 6Q()() 
Figu re 3: Region of unknown hydraulic head. The rectangular grid units and head heights are measured in 
feet. (Hadlock, 209). 
To find a model for the solution to the steady state problem (12) - (16), we first need to find 
functions that give the head values at every point on the boundary. This can be done by 
numerically fitting functions to the known head values at the boundaries. We do this by using the 
Fit command in Mathematic~ which gives us the function that best fits our data, via a least -
squares fit, according to the parameters we enter. In this case, we guess that the boundary data 
would be best fit by quadratic polynomials. These functions become our/J(X)J2(X), g /(y), and 
g2(X) in Eqs. (13) - (16). We then use Eg. (14), with the corresponding equations 
(100),(105),( Ill), and (113) for finding the Fourier coefficients, en, bn, dn, and en, respectively, 
to find the steady state value at each well. The constants, a and b are set to 6000, based on Figure 
3. We choose to only use terms in our series for n = 1-5, because the coefficients An, Bn, Cn, 
and On are fairly small after that, and it speeds up our calculations. Our steady-state model 
results are shown in Table 1 and full details of the solution are given in Appendix 1. 
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Next, we look at the transient problem (26) - (31). To test our analytic solution, we choose the 
function j(x,y) = xy as our initial condition (\1). Another way to choose an initial condition 
would be to use Mathematica's Fit command, to fit given initial data at the 25 inner wells, if this 
information were available. Then we subtract steady state v(x,y) fromj(x ,y) to get the initial 
condition for the transient problem, g(x,y). Then the transient problem is solved by using Eq. 
(67), with the corresponding equation (71) for the coefficients amn . We choose a k value of 
10,000 ftJday, which is in the range ofk values for gravel, through which water easily flows. The 
numerical calculation times in Mathematica are shortened by using a smaller munber oftenns for 
w(."X',y,f) ; we see that after n = 5 and m = 5, the coefficients H[m,n] become very small, so we 
choose not to use them, because they are not likely to contribute much to the series solution for 
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W(X,y,t), and we can speed up the calculation time by including fewer terms. Finally, a model for 
the original problem, Eqs. (6)-(11), is then h(x,y, t) =w(x,y,t) +v(x,y). These calculations as well as 
model output can be found in Appendices I and 2. 
4.2 Numerical Solution to the Steady-State Problem 
Another method of solving the steady-state problem is to use a numerical method, which is 
especially useful if the points of interest are on a grid, such as in the example shov,rn in Figure 3 
above. 
Again, for this problem, we know the head values at certain points along the bOLmdary of the 
region. We mayor may not know the initial head values of the wells inside the region; if we 
don't know them, we can estimate them. 
To solve this problem numerically, we set a head value, either known or estimated, for each well, 
hi, for j=] ,2 ... 25, at time t = O. Then for each h" the head value at a later time t = 1 is found by 
averaging the head values of the four nearest wells. This process is repeated for later times t = 2. 
3 ... untiJ the head value for each well no longer shows a change from one time step to the next. 
This gives the steady state head value for each well. 
This method is based on the approximation of derivatives of h(x,y). We know, by the central 
difference formula (Hadlock, 207), that the second partial derivatives of the head function at the 
point (x,y) in Figure 2 can be approximated by head values at the four nearby midpoints of the 
small rectangle's sides as follows: 
h ( ) ~ hex + fu:, y) - 2h(x, y) + hex - fu:, y) 
.u x,y ~ (fu:)2 ' 
and 
h ( ) ~ h(x,y + ~y) - 2h(x,y) + hex, y - ~y) w x,y , . 
(~y)-
For the steady-state solution, we know that h(x,y) satisfies (7), i.e. 
so we can write this last equation as 
hex + fu:, y) - 2h(x, y) + hex - fu:, y) hex, y + ~y) - 2h(x, y) + hex, y - ~y) a 
~----~~--~~--~----~+ -(fu:)2 (~y)2 - . 
Thus, for tbe head value of any given well, h!;, in Figure 3, with i = 1000,2000, ... , 6000 and) = 
1000,2000, . . . , 6000, representing points along the x - and y-axis, respectively, 
hi+I.J - 2h"j + h,-I ,} + h ,.J +1 - 2hj ,} + h',J-l = a 
(fui (~y)2 . 
In this case, we know that D.x and ~y are equal, so we can rewrite the above equation as 
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h,+1,) - 2h',J + hi_I,) + h',J+l - 2h", + h',J-l ::: 0 
(m)2 ' 
which can be solved for hi], gi.ving 
h,~,) + h,_l J + h, j 'J + h' J-1 h =" , ,~ , 
',j 4 ' 
which is the average of the four surrounding wells. 
To illustrate this technique, we use Microsoft Excel to solve the steady-state problem for the 
example given by Figure 3 above. The boundary data are given, and assumed fixed for all time, 
but no data is given for the wells inside the reglon, so we estimate them by guessing, based on 
the knowledge of the head values of the surrounding wells. A portion of our Excel work is 
shown in Table 2. For all of the work, see Appendix 5. 
Table 2: Steady-state values found from the numerical method. 
Initial head 
value (t=O) Head value Head value Head value 
Well (ft.) Head value (ft.) at t= 1 ... (ft.) at t=118 (ft .) at t=119 (ft.) at t=120 
h1 250 = (230+260+B7+83)/4 ... 251.413024 251.413024 251.413024 
h2 240 =(B2+68+84+220)/4 ... 243.418948 243.418948 243.418949 
h3 230 =(83+85+ 89+220)/4 ... 237.508983 237.508983 237.508983 
h4 210 =(84+810+86+210)/4 ... 229.219453 229.219453 229.219454 
h5 210 =(B5+811+205+210)/4 ... 220.647241 220,647241 220.647241 
h6 250 ::: (280+82+B12+88)/4 ... 272.233148 272.233148 272.233148 
h7 240 = (83 + B 7 + B9 + B 13)/4 ... 264.753786 264.753787 264.753787 
h8 230 = (B4+B8+B10+814 )/4 ... 257.397532 257.397532 257.397532 
h9 210 ={B5+B9+B11+B15)/4 ... 248.72i589 248.72159 248.72159 
h10 210 =(86+B10+225+B16)/4 ... 238.369512 238.369512 238.369512 
hll 270 = (87+300+BI3+B17)/4 ... 292,.765782 292.765782 292.765782 
h12 260 = (88+812+814+B18)/4 ... 285.965519 285.965519 285.96552 
h13 230 = (B9+813+815+B19)/4 ... 278.605767 278.605768 278.605768 
h14 220 =(810+B14+BI6+820)/4 ... 269 .. 899863 269.899863 269.899863 
h1S 210 =(811+815+245+B21)/4 ... 259.109216 259.109217 259.109216 
h16 320 =(812+315+818+622)/4 ... 312.864461 312.864461 312.864461 
h17 260 =(B13+B17+819+823)/4 ... 307.736,741 307.736741 307.736741 
h1S 240 =(B14+818+620+824)/4 ... 301.160158 301.160158 301.160158 
h19 220 =(B15+819+821+B25)/4 ... 293.162877 293.162878 293,162878 
h20 260 =(816+820+270+826)/4 ... 283.167492 283.167491 283.167492 
h21 350 =(B17+340+823+360)/4 ... 335.955322 335.955322 335.955322 
h22 350 =(818+822+824+355)/4 ... 330.956827 330.956827 330.956827 
h23 340 =(819+B23+B25+350)/4 ... 325.135246 325.135246 325.135246 
h24 340 =(820+824+826+345)/4 ... 318.423999 318.423999 318.423999 
h25 335 =(821+825+340+300)/4 .. . 310.397872 310.397873 310.397873 
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We can see that these steady state head values in the last column of Table 2, at time t = 120, are 
very close, within one or two units, to the values found through the analytical model, which are 
found in Table 1. 
4.3 A combination oftbe two methods 
Because the steady-state solutions found by the two methods are so similar, we can make an 
adjustment to our analytical model, in order to save some calculation time within Mathematica. 
To do this, we fit a function, which we call ss(x,y) to the steady-state solution values at the 
interior wells, which were found either analytically or numerically. We then use this function to 
find g(x,y) instead of using v(x,y) , which contains sums, so g(x,y}=f(x,y)-ss(x,y) . The rest of the 
model is found in the same manner as the previous analytical solution. These calculations can be 
found in Appendix 3. 
5. Discussion and Conclusion 
The numerical method works well for wells that are in a grid , but it would be more difficult if the 
wells were unevenly spaced throughout the region because of the use of nearby wells in the 
detennination of head values, whereas the analytical method results in an equation from which 
the head value of any point in the region could be found. However, the numerical method is 
much easier to implement than the analytical method - it is not too hard to set up in a Microsoft 
Excel spreadsheet, which makes it very easy to run many iterations of averages to reach the 
steady-state head values . 
For either method offinding the steady-state head values, it is not necessary to know the initial 
head values inside the region - it is not included anywhere in the analytical model, and the 
numerical method produces the same results regardless of what initial head values are used, 
although more iterations may be required with some choices. 
From the table of graphs in Appendix 2, we can see how the solution h(x,y, t} changes over time. 
And we can see by the 3D plots below, from Appendix 4, that h(x,y,O) found by the analytical 
method is very close to the initial functionf(x,yj , in Figure 4, and w(x,y,O) also found by the 
analytical method is very close to g(x,y) , in Figure 5. We can also see, in Figure 6, that the 
difference between ss(x,y) and v(x,y) is very small , which makes the substitution of ss(x,y) fOT 
v(x,y) possible. Finally we see, in Figures 7-9, that there is little to no difference between 
h(x,y,O), h(x,y, 1000}, or h(x,y, 10000) based on which method - analytical or combination - we 
used. 
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Figure 4: h(x,y,O) in white, and f(x,y) in orange. 
Figure 5: w(x,y,O) in orange and g(x,y) = f(x,y)-v(x,y) in white. 
6000 
Figure 6: ss(x,y) in orange, and v(x,y) in white. 
Figure 7: h(x,y,O) found by analytical method (purpJe) and combination method (orange). 





Figure 9: h(x,y,IOOOO) found by analytical method (blue) and combination method (orange). 
U sing these models, if we know the head heights of points on the boundary of a region and the 
hydraulic conductivity constant - which can be determined by knowing what kind of soil we 
28 
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have - we can predict the head heights of points anywhere in the region, at any time after initial 
data is specified. In order to check this, we would need to collect data at each (or many) points in 
a region, including the boundary, over a long period of time and see if the data matched our 
predic ti ons. 
We did try to use our model on rea! groundwater data, collected from the USGS website 
(http: //nwis.waterdata.usgs.gov/nwis) but the data found was too complex to be modeled by the 
model we've developed. A new model, taking changing boundary conditions over time into 
consideration, needs to be developed to fit that data. 
30 
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Appendix 1 
Solving the Steady-State Problem 
Inputting the known boundary data. 
Inl • bottom = {{a, 0, 200}, {1000 , 0 , 210}, {2000, 0 , 22S}, 
(3000 , 0 , 24S), (4000 , 0 , 270) , {SOOO, a, 300}, {6000, 0 , 33S}} 
top " {CO, 6000, 24 0}, {lOO O, 6000 , 260}, {2000, 6000, 280}, pOOO, 6000, 300}, 
{4000, 6000, 31S}, (SOOO , 6000 , 340) , {6000, 6000, 365}} 
left = {{O, 0, 200 }, {a , 1000, 20S}, CO , 2000 , 210}, {O , 3000 , 215 }, 
{O , 4000, no}, (0,5000, 230), (a, 6000, 2 40}) 
right" {{ 6000, 0, 335}, {6000, 1000 , 340}, {6000 , 2000, 345}, 
{6000, 3000, 3S0}, (6000, 4000, 355), {6000, 5000, 360}, {6000, 6000, 365}} 
::, Ib {{D , 0, 200} , {lOCO , 0 , 210], (lOOO , 0, 225), 
{3000 , 0 , 24 S L {!;.; J 0, 0, 27 0} , {:; ~ ~ J , 0, 300} , {60 0 0 , 0 , 335 } J 
2 ur[? ~ ({O , 6000, 24 0 ), (1000, 6000, 260), { 2C~C, 6000 , 28::;;· , 
{30DO , 6000 , 30 0}, (4000, 6000, 3 1 5 ), { 5000 , 6000 , 3 'i O}, {6000, 6000, 365 }} 
':" ! \~ {to , 0 , 200}, {O, 1000, 20S}, {O, 2000, 210}, 
(0, 3000 , 215 ), (O , 40 0 0, 22 0 ), {O , 5000, 230}, (0, 6000 , 2 40)} 
'i" ,' ((6000 , 0,335), (6000, 1 000 , 34 0), {GOOD , 2 00 0 , 345}, 
(60 00,3000, 350) , {600 0 , 4000 , 355} , (600 0, 5000, 360) , {6000 , 6000 , 3 65}} 
Fitting functions to the known boundary data . 
1'),5, ' Fit(bottom , ( l, x , x" 2), (x , y)] 
Fit ( top, {1 , x , x" 2 } , ( x , y}) 
Fi t (left, (l, y , y " 2), {x, y}] 
Fl.t(nght, {l, y, y"2}, (x, y») 
Outi6 = 2 41 . 31 + D. 0 17 5 x ~ 4 . 7 619 x 1 0-7 X 2 
C"ut/,/: 200,833 + 0.00285 714 Y + 5.95238 X 1 0- 7 y 2 
')'-'W'~ 335. + 0 . 005 y + 1.4996 X 10-20 y 2 
Naming the functions that define the boundary conditions. 
Illll] ' fl[x_l : =200+0.0075x+2.5*"-6r 
£ 2 [x _l : = 241. 31 + 0 . 0175 x .. 4 . 7619* " -7 )(2 
gl (Y_l : '" 200 , 833 + 0.00285714 Y + 5.95238*" -7 ~ 
g 2 {y_) : ,,33S+0 , 00Sy+l.4996*"-20y2 
Setting the val ues of a and b. 
2 I appendix.nb 
1" IJ, = a = 6000 
b = 6000 
.... 'Ul~ '''' = 6 000 
) ul I~ = 6000 
,Defining the coefficients . 
2 n*;r*Xj 
0, a}] A[n_) : = * NIntegra te [f1 [x) * Sin [ , (x, 
a * Sinh [ n*:*b 1 a 
2 n*7l'*x 
0, a)] B[n_1 . - * NIntegra te [f2 [xl'" Sl-n [ ] , {x, 
a * Sinh [ n*:*b 1 a 
2 n*7r*Y 
0, b}] F[n_l . - * Nlntegrate [91 [y) * Sin [ b ] , {y, 
b * Sl-nh { n .:~" 1 
2 n*7r*Y 
{y, 0 , b)] G[n_l .- * NIntegrate [g2 [yJ ... Sin [ b ] , 
b * Sinh [ , .. :oa ] 
Creating ta hies of the coefficient s, to speed up calculations, 
111I f·' = An" Table [A[n) , (n, 1, 20) J 
En = Table [8 [n] , (n, 1, 2O}) 
Fn = Table [F [n] , (n, 1, 2O}) 
Gn = Table {G {n] , {n, 1, 20}) 
C ' , "'.~ {27 . 48 1, - 0 .1 60 4 95 , 0.018 1 8 4 9 , -0 . 000 149 8 5 7 , 0 . 000020 47 51, 
-1. 86567 x 10 - 7 , 2 . 73481x10·8 , -2 . 61 302x 10 - ;o , 3 . 9743 7 x 1 0 - ))' , -3 . 90374 xl0 ll, 
6 . 074 1 6x 10 - l ' , -6. 0 75 x 10 - 1 6 , 9 . 5995 9x 1 0-'7 , -9 . 72 4 04 xl -l9, 1. 5538x 10 - l9 , 
- 1. 58892 x - 0 -21 , 2.56044x l 0· 22 , -2.637 53 x 10-2" 4 .2 7836 >< 10 -25 , -4. 4 3289x l O-27 } 
'Il: = {32 . 9543 , - 0. 1 4521 , 0.0206867 , -0 .000135585 , 0.000023 1 976 , 
-1.68799x 1 0-' , 3 . 095 x 1 0 -" , - 2 . 36416x 1 0 -10 , 4 . 49577 x 10-11 , - 3 . 53195x 1 0- 13 , 
6.869 44 x 10· l " -5 .4 9643 X l C- H , 1 . 0 855 x 1 0 - 1°, -8 . 79794 x 10- lS , 1. 75 68 6 x 10. 19 , 
- 1. 437 59 x 10 -2L, 2 . 8 'H 8 8 x 1 0 -22 , - 2 . 38633 x 10 - 21 I 4. . 83701 x 10 -25 , - 4 . 010 7l x 10-27 } 
C' 1J1[2' - [ 23 . 7 892 , - 0.045 8558 , 0 .0 1504 5 1, - 0. 0 00 04 28 164, 0 .0000 1 68812 , 
- 5.33048x l O-", 2 . 25263 x 1 0 -8 , -7 . 4 6577 x l O- ll , 3 .2 7 236x l 0· l " - 1.11535x10- 1 " 
5 . 00027x l O<', - 1. 7357 1 x lO- 16 , 7 .90 152x 1 0- n , -2 . 77 83 x l0- 19 , 1. 2 7886 x 1 0- 19 , 
- 4. 5 39 77 x 1 0- 22 , 2. 1 0727 x 10 -22 , _7 . 53 57 9x l O-25 , 3 . 52102x l 0-2~ , - 1.2665 4 X10- 27 J 
~ J~£ ~ { 38 .5872, - 0 , 0356657 , 0.023 975, -0. 000 03 330 1 7 , 0 , 0000268631, 
- 4 . 14593x 1 0· 8 , 3 . S8324 x 1G -e , - 5. 8 0 672x l O- H , 5 . 20449 x 0 - ll , -8 . 6 74 9 7 x l 0-i~ , 
7 . 95 1 99x 1 0 - '4 , -1 . 35 x 1 0- H , 1 . 2 5653 xlO -16 , -2 . 1609 x l 0 - 19 , 2 .03363x 10-' 9 , 
- 3.5309 4 x 1 0 · "2 , 3.3509 x l O-22 , -5 . 86 117 ;-; 1 0 - 25 , 5 . 59891 x 10-2 5 , -9.8 5086x 1 0-28 } 
Defining v(x,y), using the tables created above. 
5 (( 1 n..,,,,,y ) n*Jr*x 
Inl<S: V[X_ ' Y_) : "'b An[[n») Sinh[;n*1f* <b-Y ) ] +Sn([n ) 1 Sl-nh[ a ] *Sin[ a ]+ 
Checking the values ofv(x,y) at each of the 25 wells. 
1 [241 = v = {v [1000, 5000] , v[2000, 50001, v(3000, 5000), v[ 4.000 , 5000 I , v[5000, 5000J, 
v[lOOO, 4000], v[2000, 4000), v[3000, 4000], v[4000, 4000], v[5000, 4000J I 
v[lOOD, 3000] , v[2000, 3000), v(3000, 3000J, v(4000, 3000], v[5000, 3000], 
v[lOOO , 20001 , v[2000, 2000) , v[3000 , 2000} , v(4000, 20001, v(5000, 2000], 
v[lOOO, 1000J, v[2000, 1000), v[3000, 1000), v[4000, 1000), v(5000, 1000)} 
Q,,![24]~ {2S2 . 857 , 270 . 468 , 293.461 , 312 . 743 , 3 39 .098 , 242.389 , 264 . 278 , 285.835 , 
308 . 006 , 329 . 896 , 236.586 , 256.73 7, 278 .4 0 4, 301. 292, 326. 5 49 , 227. 5 6 , 248.229, 
269 . 78 4,293.14 6 , 3 17 .232 , 22 1. 858 , 2 37.2 82 , 2 60 . 03 5, 2 8 2. 122 , 312.917} 
Plotting tbe steady-state solution, v(x,y). 
In[25] = vl = Plot3D (v (x, y), {x, 0, 6000} , {y, 0, 6000}, AxesLabel. -. (x, y, vI) 
400 
QuIP5] : y JOO 600< 
6000 
Appendix 2 
Solving the Transient Problem 
Naming the function that defines the initial condition. 
Plotting the initial condition function . 
append/x. nb 13 
4 I appendlx.nD 
1r"l[Z7J:= £1" Plot3D[f[x, y), {x, 0, 6000L {y, 0, 6000}, 
PlotRange ... All, AxesLabel ... (x, y, £) I ColorFunction .... "RustTones" I 
Defining g(x,y) as the difference between f(x,y) and v(x,y). Note that the commands in Appendix I for defining steady-state 
solution v(x,y) must be evaluated before this next command is evaluated. 
In\28j·= g[x_, Y_l := f[x, y] -v(x, y) 
Plotting g(x,y). 
~ gl = Plot3D (g[x, y], {x, 0, 6000} , {y, 0, 6000} , PlotRange ... All, 1>.xesLabel ... {x, Y I g}] 
Out[291= 
Setting the value of the constant, k. 




Creating a table of coefficents H(m,n), again, in order to speed up calculations. 
Rmn:Table[H(m, nJ, {m, 1, 5}, In, 1, 5}] 
Oul[33]= ({1.45898xH,', -7.29511x10°, ~.86327x10i:, -3.64755 x 10 6 , 2.91796x100), 
{-7.29507x10", 3.64756 x 10 6 , -2.43169x10 6 , 1.8 23 7 8x 10 6 , -1.45901xl0 6 }, 
{ 
5 . , 6 
4 . 86326 x 10 , - 2 . Ii 31 7 x 10 0 , 1. 621 I) 9 x 1 I) 0, - 1. 21585 x 10 , 972 653. }, 
{ " " 6 } - 3 .64754 x 10 , 1. 82378 x 10 , - 1. 21585 x 10 , 911 891. , - 7 29 507. , 
{2.91796xlOD, -1.45902x l0 6, 9 7 2653 ., - 729511. , 58 3592.}} 
Defining w(x,y.t). 
w(x_, y_, t_l := tf. (Hmn[[m, n]] *Sin[m*7f*x] *Sl.n[n*7f*Y] *Exp(-L[m, n) *k .. t j ) 
rn=l n =l a b 
In]35j '= wl "Plot3D [w[x, y, 0), {x, 0, 6000}, 
{y, 0, 6000}, AxesLabel ... {x, y, w}, ColorFunction .... "RustTones "1 
, '. 
OuI[35]= 
Solving the 2-Dimensional Groundwater Flow Equation 
Defining h(x,y,t). 
Plotting h(x,y,t) at time r=O. 
appendlx.nb IS 
6 I appendix.nb 
InIT,: = hl " Plot3D [h [x, y, 0), {x, 0, 6000}, {y, 0, 6000}, AxesLabel ... {x., y, h} 1 
0"\[37J= 
Plotting h(x,y,t) at time t=IOOO . 
. '°".1= h2 "Plot3D[h(x , y , 1000), {x, 0, 6000} , {y, 0, 6000}, AxesLabel ... (x, y, h)] 
... . " J= 
Plotting h(x,y,t) at time t=IO,OOO . 
h2a" Plot3D[h[x, y, 10000), (x, 0, 6000}, (y, 0, 6000}, AxesLabel .... (x, y, h)) 
6<J(t1 
Plotting h(x,y,t) as time increases, to see how it changes . 
Table (Plot30 (Evaluate (h (x, y, tj), {x, 0, a}, (y, 0, b), 
.PlotRange .... All, AxesLabel ... (x, y, h}, PlotLabel ... t" = tOO], {t, 0,2500, 100}] 
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800 
900 = I 
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A variation of the method used to solve transient problem 
Inputting our steady state data found above in Appendix 1. 
In!41},; steadystate ~ Part~tion ( 
Fla tten [Transpose [Table [{i, j, v (i, j l), (i, 1000, 5000, 1000), {j, 5000 , 1000 , -WOO}} ] 1, 3 ) 
OlJ(!41 ]= { {l OOO , 5000 , 25 2. 8S 7 }, {2 000, 5000, 270.468} , {300O, 5000, 
{4 00 O, 5000 , 31 2. 743j, {50 00 , 5000, 339.098 }, {1000 , 4000 , 
{2000 , 4000 , 264.27 8 ], pO OO, 4000 , 285. 835 }, {400 0, 400 0 , 
{SOOO , 4000, 329.896 }, {_OO O, 3000 , 236 . 586}, ( 2000, 3000 , 
{4 000, 3000 , J 01 . 29 2 }, (SO OO, 3000 , 32 6. 549) , {lOOO , 2000 , 
(30 0O, 2000 , 269.7 84) , (4000, 2000 , 293 . 146) , {SOOO , 20 00 , 
(2000 , 1000 , 237. 23 2 }, (3000 , 1000 , 260.035 ), { 4000, 1000 , 
Fitting a function to this data. 
In[42] = Fit [steadys tate, {I, x, y , x*y}, {x, y}] 
Dut{42 = 1 8 6 . 5 09 • O. 02308 1 5 x + O. 00856313 Y - 2 . 992 06 x 1 0-7 .l< Y 
Defming the fuction, ss(x,y), that describes the steady-state values. 
In[43] = S8 [x_, y _1 ,= 186 . 5094193298756 ' ... 0 . 02308154471514651 ' x ... 
0 . 008563128608128998 ' Y - 2 . 9920608748511206' . " _7 x y 
Plotting ss(x,y). 
In(44j ; 81 = Plot3D[ss(x, yJ, (x, 0(6000), {y, 0 , 6000} , 
Axe sLabel .... {x , y, S8}, Co1orFunction .... " Ru8 tTones "1 
" --
Out(44)= 
.r 4000 ! 
293 . 461}, 
242.389}, 
308 . 006} , 
256 . 737 ), {3000, 3000, 278 . 404}, 
227 . S6 }, {200 0 , 2000 , 248 . 229], 
317 . 232} , {l oO e , l ooe, 221 . 8S 8} , 
282 .1 22}, {S OOO, 1000 , 312 .9 17 }} 
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We now repeal the steps perfonned above to solve the transient problem, except we now define g(x,Y) as: 
1145);= g(x_, y_J ::; f[x, y) - $5 [x, y) 
In46)': Plot3D(g[x , yJ, {x, 0, 6000}, {y, 0,6000), AxesLabe1-+ (x, y, g}1 
Out(46)= 
Setting the value of the constant, k. 
In 47] ; k :; 10000 
Ou~471= 10 DOG 
Defining L(m,n) . 
. 
_ (ma*7f) 2 + (nb*1T)2 InI48)= L[m_, 0_1 -
Defining H(m,n) . 
4 m*n*x] n*1T*Yj 
InI49)'= H(m_ , n_) : = --*Nlntegrate(g(x, y) *Sin[ *Sin[ , {x , 0, a} , (y, 0, b}) 
a*b a b 
Creating a table of coefficents H(m,n). again, in order to speed up calculations. 
InI5D)': Hmn = Table(H[m, nJ, {m, 1, S}, (n, 1, 5}) 
Ollt[5D)= {( 1. 45 8 98 x 10 ' , - 7 . 29511 x 10 &, 4. 86327 x 10 6 , - 3 . 64 7 5 5 x 10 6 , 2 . 91 7 96 x l O'; } , 
[ - 7 .2 9 507 x l Oo , 3 .64756x l O" , -2. 43169 x lO °, 1.8 237 8 x l0 6 , -1.45 90 1 x l O"} , 
{4.86 3 27 x l0 6 , - 2 .4 31 7 x l 0 6 , 1.62109x l 0 6 , -1. 21 58 5 x l O" , 97265 3 . } , 
{ - 3 . 64 75 4 x l Oo, 1 .8 23 78x l 0 6 , -1. 2 1 5 85 x l0", 911891., -7 2 950 7 .}, 
( 2 . 917 96><10 6 , -1.45902x 10 6 , 97265 3 ., - 729 511 . , 5 83592 .} ) 
Defining w(x,y,t). 
In[52J- Plot3D[w[x, y, 0], {x, 0, 6000} , {y, 0, 6000} , 
AxesLabel ... {x, y, w}, ColorFunction ... "RustTones" 1 
Solving the 2-Dimensional Groundwater Flow Equation 
Defining h(x,y,I) . 
. ' h(x_, y_, t_J := w[x, y, t) + ss[x, y] 
Plotting h(x,y,t) at time 1=0. 
h3 " Plot30 (h {x, y, OJ, {x, 0, 6000}, 
{y, 0, 6000} , AxesLabEll ... {x, y, h}, ColorFunction ... "RustTones" 1 
Plotting h(x,y,t) at time r=\OOO. 
appendlx.nb 123 
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In55 = h4 = Plot3D (h [x, y, 1000], {x, 0, 6000} , 
{y, 0, 6000}, AxesLabel ... {x, y, h}, ColorFunction ... "RustTones"] 
Ou1[55J~ 
In{56j.= h4a" Plot3D(h(x, y, 100001, {x, 0, 6000), 
{y, 0, 6000}, AxesLabel ~ {x, y, h}, ColorFunotion -+ "RustTones" 1 
350 
Oul(S8]= I, 300 6000 
., 4000 
Plotting h(x,y,t) as time increases, to see how it changes. 
In{57l' = Table [Plot3D [Evaluate [h[x, y, t»), {x, 0, a}, {y, 0, b}, 
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200 
300 =: 
~ . 5x 10 t" 
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600 = 
700 = t 
800 = t 
900 = I 







1300 = t 
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1600 = t 
1700 = 
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Appendix 4 
Comparisons 
Comparing h(x,y,O) from fully analytical solution to f(x,Y) 
1n[5BJ: Show (f1, hI) 
Ou1[58)= , x l 
1 x 
Comparing w(x,y,O) to g(x,y) 
In[59] ~ Show [wl, gl) 
x 
Out[591~ ' . x I . 
Comparing SS(X8) to v(x,Y) 
I 150] -=- Sho .... (sl, vlj 
350 \ . 
·s 300 , Out[60]= ~ t 




" " . 
6000 
Comparing the results of the two methods 
Plotti ng the graphs of h( x,y,O) 
1161] = Show(hl, h3) 
xl 
Out[61]~ ~.x l 
I x 
"Plotting the graphs of h(x,y, 1000) 
appendix. nb 139 
" 
6001 
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In[S21 = Show [h2, h4 J 
OUI(62 = 
Plotting the graphs of h(x,y, 10000) 
In[63) = Show (h2a I h4a] 
o IISo]= 
Appendix 5 
Well t=O t=l t=2 t=3 t=4 t=5 t=6 
hI 250 245 246 .25 246.71875 246.2695313 247.4169922 247.0361328 
h2 240 235 233 .75 233.4375 234.9804688 234.5751953 236.8383789 
h3 230 225 224 .375 225.078125 225.1757813 227.9638672 227.746582 
h4 210 215 215.3125 215.9375 218.6328125 218 .8378906 221.6113281 
h5 210 208.75 210.9375 212.890625 213.2421875 215.1611328 215.2282715 
h6 250 260 263 .125 261.640625 264.6875 263 .5693359 266.1938477 
h7 240 245 243.125 248.125 246.8554688 251 .9726563 250.7348633 
h8 230 227 .5 231.25 231.328125 238.2421875 237 .5732422 243.4570313 
h9 210 217 .5 218.4375 226.5625 226.9335938 233 .3203125 232.9174805 
h10 210 213.75 221.25 222.03125 227 .0117188 227.0751953 230.5322266 
hll 270 282 .5 277.1875 283.90625 281.1523438 285.3857422 283.7207031 
h12 260 250 264.375 261.015625 269.9804688 267.2216797 273.6425781 
h13 230 237 .5 239 .375 253.203125 251.328125 260.5712891 258.5498047 
h14 220 217 ,5 238.4375 238.4375 249.3945313 248 .1835938 255.4736328 
h15 210 233 .75 233.75 243 .59375 243.125 248.6474609 248.0383301 
h16 320 298 .75 308.125 301.953125 306.875 304.0917969 307 .5012207 
hI7 260 292 .5 284 .375 294.6875 289.5507813 296.640625 293 .6254883 
hI8 240 262.5 278.75 274.53125 284.6679688 281 .2207031 288.5095215 
hI9 220 265 262 .1875 274.21875 271.3476563 279.3554688 277 .331543 
h20 260 258.75 269 .6875 267.03125 273.1835938 271.8945313 275.9606934 
h21 350 342.5 331.25 333.90625 330.6640625 332.9785156 331.5148926 
h22 350 326.25 327 .5 320 .703125 325.0390625 321.9677734 325.5224609 
h23 340 320 312.1875 316.5625 312.65625 317.4707031 315.3039551 
h24 340 310 310 305.390625 310.1757813 308.0273438 311 .9165039 
h25 335 310 302 .1875 304.921875 303.1054688 305.8398438 304.9804688 
Well t=7 t=8 t=9 t= 10 t=l1 t=12 
h1 248.2580566 247.9380798 248 .9933205 248.7286663 249.5774364 249.3656689 
h2 236.3793945 238.441925 237.9993248 239.6814823 239.2987823 240.616371 
h3 230.4766846 230.0849152 232.3342323 231 .9191074 233.6816382 233.3112374 
h4 221.4730835 223.757782 223.4733963 225.2546406 224.947871 226.3105077 
h5 216.7858887 216.692276 217.8954506 217.7406549 218.6561108 218.4966519 
h6 265.3729248 267.5313568 266.9153404 268.6282635 268.1638932 269.4931993 
h7 255.032959 253.9743042 257.3983765 256.5473557 259 .2064095 258.5425806 
h8 242.4871826 247.1372223 246.2037086 249.7904301 248 .9982963 251.7326632 
h9 237.7685547 237.116394 240.7888794 240.1317215 242.9042816 242.3319483 
hlO 230.2960205 232.8240204 232.4892235 234.3698025 234.0387368 235 .4450664 
hll 286.8344116 285.7489777 288.121357 287.3795509 289.1889513 288.6655989 
h12 271.6577148 276.4830017 275.0710487 278.725462 277 .7093506 280.4726583 
h13 265.2706909 263.6392212 268.6402321 267.3950005 271.1383235 270.2003443 
h14 254.2092896 259.4364929 258 .3605576 262.2022533 261.3428891 264.1935521 
hIS 251. 7416382 251.1482239 253.7948799 253.2825708 255.2198732 254.8035806 
h16 305.965271 308.4710693 307.5318146 309.4020796 308.7891519 310.1906741 
h17 298.7939453 296.9216919 300.7418823 299.5154953 302.3569489 301.5190649 
h18 286.2026978 291.5042114 289.9446869 293.8351488 292.7508414 295.6268966 
hI9 282.9650879 281.5383911 285 .585022 284.5622635 287.5117302 286.7677832 
h20 275.0875854 277.9190063 277.2805023 279.3074369 278.8326967 280.3084958 
h21 333 .2559204 332.4565887 333.745079 333.2615614 334.2167962 333.9040169 
h22 323.861084 326.5092468 325.514431 327.4651051 326.8269157 328.2685822 
h23 318.9871216 317.6794434 320.3734589 319.5306063 321.5005839 320.9306157 
h24 310.6539917 313.4803772 312 .6633072 314.7020817 314.1447055 315.6286734 
h25 306.9692993 306.4353943 307.8498459 307.4859524 308.5023797 308.2443506 
Well t=13 t=14 t=15 t=16 t=17 t=18 
hI 250.0273926 249.8620835 250.3697656 250.2427199 250.6287212 250.5320043 
h2 240.3048717 241.3177503 241 .0725907 241.8434801 241.6542154 242.2375631 
h3 234.6648855 234.3590897 235.3884829 235.145994 235 .9245206 235.7365078 
h4 226.0349594 227.0685566 226.8403006 227.6207811 227.4394351 228.0272385 
h5 219.1888935 219.0482512 219.5700216 219.4545492 219.8470856 219.7557842 
h6 269.1434621 270.1613121 269.8982889 270.6714047 270.4738017 271.0581707 
h7 260 .578723 260.0691897 261.6156718 261.2281477 262.3970108 262.1038772 
h8 251.0965277 253.1676246 252.6710847 254.2338211 253.8523806 255.0288121 
h9 244.4204473 243.9538616 245.5246198 245.157197 246.337348 246.0536083 
hID 235.1580452 236.2115299 235.9778962 236.7575614 236.5837019 237.1757728 
hl1 290.0391329 289.6618824 290.7001812 290.4243393 291.2069508 291.003375 
h12 279.7318972 281.8160003 281.2706254 282 .8393375 282.4351109 283 .6143122 
h13 273 .0064426 272.3021977 274.40651 273.8781838 275.456369 275.0600977 
h14 263.5259141 265.6507682 265.1395067 266.7272284 266.3389154 267.5269852 
hIS 256.2367786 255.909472 256.9756042 256.7230614 257.5186574 257.3259508 
h16 309.7721702 310.8234124 310.5284417 311.3170609 311.1045873 311.6961702 
hI7 303.6397028 303.0492359 304.6349871 304.209773 305.3969183 305.0862185 
hI8 294.854452 296.991647 296.4315175 298.0250891 297.6139837 298.8047999 
h19 288.9394045 288.3924955 290.0021794 289.5972193 290.7955665 290.4942988 
h20 279.9539286 281. 0401188 280.7748429 281. 5798398 281.381186 281. 9804278 
h21 334.6148141 334.4026486 334.9330753 334.784237 335 .1808116 335.0739449 
h22 327.8384244 328.9088887 328.6085064 329.4061856 329.1911921 329.7870189 
h23 322.3810381 321. 9821409 323.0566799 322.7707585 323.5703459 323 .3620715 
h24 315.2356873 316.3261837 316.0430101 316.8501087 316.6431103 317.2433499 
h25 308.9842923 308.797404 309.3415756 309 .2044632 309.6074871 309.5060741 
Well t=19 t=20 t=21 t=22 t=23 t=24 
h1 250.8239335 250.7507279 250 .9708039 250.9155885 251.0811715 251.0396148 
h2 242.0930973 242.5330129 242.4234895 242.7545455 242.6718556 242 .9206691 
h3 236.3234035 236.1795238 236.6210911 236 .5118419 236.8436676 236.7611057 
h4 227.8864751 228 .3284646 228.2206705 228.5526928 228.4708101 228.7200742 
h5 220 .0507528 219 .9800777 220.2015694 220.1475354 220 .3137782 220 .272773 
h6 270.9098141 271. 3502028 271.2388643 271.5701403 271.4866036 271.7355197 
h7 262 .9847145 262 .7637066 263.4262869 263 .2599919 263 .7578373 263.6328648 
h8 254.7385227 255.6228869 255.4032074 256.0674321 255.9017572 256.4003695 
h9 246.9397022 246.7230806 247.3881109 247 .2238632 247.7228509 247.5988338 
h10 237 .0338358 237.4778129 237 .3694712 237 .7024201 237 .6202819 237 .8699781 
hl1 291 .5921633 291.4410227 291 .8834705 291.7708339 292.1030699 292.0189278 
h12 283.3133921 284.1990451 283.9744062 284 .6392315 284.471243 284 .9701354 
h13 276.2437274 275.9465188 276.8342394 276.611332 277.2771221 277.1099415 
h14 267.2334889 268.1232792 267.9021035 268.5688588 268.402486 268.9022787 
h1S 257.9207964 257.7747264 258.22 258.1097288 258.4432831 258.3602444 
h16 311. 5408846 311.984634 311.8700651 312.2029077 312.1178645 312.3675112 
h17 305.9755753 305.7463768 306.4129292 306 .2428142 306.7425121 306.6157578 
h18 298 .5006716 299.3917464 299.165611 299 .8329662 299.6642796 300 .1643523 
h19 291.3888907 291.1640881 291.8330851 291.6650198 292.1658587 292.0400604 
h20 281.8315809 282.2789079 282.1673406 282.5018534 282.41821 282 .668636 
h21 335.3707973 335.2928608 335.5152313 335 .4578099 335 .6244627 335.5818772 
h22 329.6305587 330.0762912 329.9611745 330.2949429 330.2096441 330.4597228 
h23 323.9587922 323.8054604 324.2516111 324.1379524 324.4719163 324.3872974 
h24 317 .0906111 317.5384068 317.4250241 317.7597562 317 .6752659 317.9257943 
h25 309 .8059444 309.730548 309.9543287 309 .8980912 310.0654024 310.023369 
Well t=25 t=26 t=27 t=28 t=29 t=30 
hI 251.1640472 251.132812 251.2262507 251 .2027928 251.2729251 251.2553169 
h2 242 .8583963 243.0452497 242.998426 243.1386795 243 .1035062 243 .2087492 
h3 237 .0102782 236.9480652 237 .135086 237.0882902 237 .2286218 237 .1934615 
h4 228.6581781 228.8452416 228 .7985937 228.9389452 228.9038539 229.0091426 
h5 220 .3975131 220.3665352 220.4601174 220.4367795 220.5069787 220.4894266 
h6 271.6728518 271.859753 271.8127451 271.9530208 271.9177616 272.023015 
h7 264.0066734 263 .9128269 264.1933813 264.1229418 264.33345 264.2805949 
h8 256.2756865 256.6498527 256 .5561412 256.8368625 256.766486 256 .977072 
h9 247.9731751 247.8797744 248 .1605773 248.0903457 248.3009698 248.2482117 
h10 237 .8079628 237 .9952278 237 .9485244 238 .0889698 238 .0538526 238.1591852 
h11 292.2682915 292.2053414 292.3924514 292.3453117 292.4856849 292.4503642 
h12 284.844373 285.2186698 285 .1244549 285.405237 285.3346257 285 .5452401 
hI3 277.609284 277.4838984 277.8584053 277.7643661 278.0452463 277.9747169 
h14 268.77727 269.1519869 269.0581235 269.3391017 269 .2686543 269.4793601 
h15 258.6102232 258.5477878 258.7351847 258.6882852 258.8287922 258 .7935835 
h16 312.3041407 312.4913826 312.4440469 312.5844816 312.5490694 312.654397 
h17 306.9904304 306.8957527 307.1767102 307.105883 307 .3165791 307 .2635432 
h18 300.0382643 300.4131118 300.3187449 300.5997839 300.5291017 300.7398359 
h19 292.4152654 292 .3210336 292 .6022394 292.5316202 292.7424323 292.6894933 
h20 282.6059184 282.793524 282.7464929 282.8870972 282.8518271 282.9572338 
h21 335.7068085 335 .6750934 335.7687648 335.745083 335 .8153239 335.7976113 
h22 330.3962331 330.5836766 330.5362852 330.676814 330 .6413759 330.7467473 
h23 324.6374674 324.5742948 324.7617809 324.7145374 324.855086 324.8197169 
h24 317.8626817 318.0503351 318.0031196 318.1437463 318.1083902 318 .2138073 
h25 310.1486076 310.11715 310.2109648 310.1874031 310 .2577109 310.2400543 
Well t=31 t=32 t=33 t=34 t=35 t=36 
hI 251.307941 251.2947281 251.3342078 251. 3242948 251 .35391 251.3464738 
h2 243.1823433 243.2613003 243.2414838 243.300713 243.285845 243.3302722 
h3 237.2987409 237.2723411 237.3513151 237.3315014 237 .3907385 237.3758718 
h4 228.982775 229.0617532 229.0419546 229.1011937 229.086334 229.130766 
h5 220.5420819 220.5288951 220 .5683893 220.5584886 220.5881106 220 .5806801 
h6 271.996569 272.0755308 272.0556956 272.114927 272.1000503 272.1444786 
h7 264.438519 264.3988658 264.5173291 264.4875836 264. 5764404 264.5541287 
h8 256.9242462 257.0822067 257.0425672 257.1610474 257.1313084 257.2201731 
h9 248.40619 248.366582 248.4850705 248.4553461 248.5442147 248 .5219129 
hl0 238.1328055 238.2118042 238 .1919999 238.2512486 238.2363863 238.2808226 
h11 292.555663 292.5291884 292 .6081713 292.5883228 292.6475641 292.6326811 
h12 285 .4923048 285.6502785 285.6105879 285.7290743 285 .6993114 285.788179 
h13 278.185377 278.13248 278 .2904751 278.2508023 278.3692986 278.339544 
h14 269.4265014 269.5845178 269 .5448628 269.6633691 269.6336228 269.7224997 
hIS 258.8989448 258.8725224 258.9515345 258.9317103 258.9909653 258 .9760937 
h16 312.6278797 312.706876 312.6870075 312.7462552 312.7313629 312.7757988 
hI7 307.4215551 307.3818175 307.5003216 307.4705368 307.5594127 307.5370827 
h18 300.6868676 300.8448973 300 .8051912 300.9237037 300.8939335 300.9828133 
h19 292 .8475593 292 .807867 292 .9263964 292 .8966326 292.9855203 292.9632001 
h20 282.9307828 283.0098161 282.9899785 283.0492434 283.0343655 283.0788094 
h21 335.8502861 335.8370244 335.8765277 335 .866592 335 .8962182 335.8887714 
h22 330.7202179 330.7992347 330.7793606 330.8386177 330.8237228 330.8681631 
h23 324 .9250976 324.8986004 324.9776216 324 .9577624 325 .0170216 325.0021337 
h24 318.1873161 318.2663543 318.246498 318.3057651 318.2908786 318.3353235 
h25 310.2927603 310.2795247 310.3190426 310.3091191 310 .3387521 310.331311 
Well t=37 t=38 t=39 t=40 t=41 t=42 
hI 251.3686877 251. 3631 099 251. 3797715 251.3755878 251 .3880845 251 .3849466 
h2 243.3191186 243.3524416 243.3440751 243.3690685 243.3627931 243.3815387 
h3 237.4203028 237.4091498 237.4424745 237.4341083 237.4591025 237.4528272 
h4 229.1196162 229.1529413 229.1445767 229.1695711 229 .1632965 229.1820426 
h5 220.6028971 220.597322 220.613985 220.6098026 220.6223 220.6191627 
h6 272.1333209 272.1666444 272.158276 272.1832697 272.1769933 272.195739 
h7 264.6207757 264.6040408 264.654028 264.6414762 264.6789677 264.6695536 
h8 257.1978644 257.264515 257 .2477815 257.2977705 257 .2852193 257.3227115 
h9 248.5885653 248.571835 248.6218248 248.6092752 248.6467678 248.6373547 
hl0 238.2696717 238.3029989 238.2946336 238.319629 238.3133542 238.3321007 
h11 292.6771141 292.6659535 292.6992791 292.6909094 292.715904 292.7096271 
h12 285.7658591 285.8325112 285.8157724 285.865762 285 .8532085 285.890701 
h13 278.4284163 278.4061003 278.4727545 278.4560176 278.5060082 278.4934555 
h14 269.7001877 269.766844 269.7501089 269.8001005 269.7875486 269.8250421 
h15 259.0205329 259.0093776 259.0427062 259.034339 259.059335 259.0530592 
h16 312.7646338 312.7979608 312.789589 312.8145843 312.8083064 312.8270529 
h17 307 .6037385 307.586995 307.6369864 307.6244307 307.661924 307.652508 
hI8 300.9604901 301.0271478 301.0104075 301.0603998 301.0478455 301.0853392 
hI9 293.0298615 293 .0131226 293 .0631165 293.0505629 293.0880574 293 .0786425 
h20 283.0676512 283.1009819 283 .0926133 283.1176103 283 .1113339 283.1300812 
h21 335.9109905 335 .9054077 335.9220717 335.9178857 335 .9303836 335 .9272446 
h22 330.856997 330.890326 330.8819537 330.9069499 330 .9006718 330.9194187 
h23 325.046575 325.0354121 325 .0687416 325.0603708 325.0853672 325.0790898 
h24 318.3241612 318.3574924 318.3491219 318.3741192 318.3678419 318.3865893 
h25 310.3535332 310.3479531 310.3646186 310.3604338 310.3729324 310.3697939 
Well t=43 t=44 t=45 t=46 t=47 t-48 
hI 251.3943194 251.3919659 251.3989956 251.3972305 251 .4025028 251.4011789 
h2 243.3768318 243.3908913 243.387361 243.3979058 243.395258 243.4031666 
h3 237.4715732 237.4668664 237.4809261 237.4773958 237,4879406 237 .4852929 
h4 229.1773361 229.1913958 229.1878657 229.1984106 229.1957629 229.2036715 
h5 220.6285358 220.6261826 220.6332125 220.6314474 220.6367198 220.635396 
h6 272.1910318 272.2050913 272.2015609 272.2121056 272.2094578 272.2173664 
h7 264.6976726 264.6906119 264.7117013 264.7064057 264.7222229 264.7182512 
h8 257.3132977 257.3414171 257.3343565 257.3554462 257 .3501507 257 .3659679 
h9 248.6654742 248.658414 248.6795037 248.6742083 248 .6900257 248.686054 
hl0 238.3273941 238.341454 238.3379239 238.3484688 238.3458211 238.3537298 
hll 292.7283732 292.7236657 292.7377254 292.7341948 292.7447397 292.7420918 
h12 285.881286 285 .9094055 285 .9023445 285 .9234342 285.9181384 285.9339557 
h13 278.5309484 278 .5215339 278.5496536 278.5425927 278 .5636825 278.5583869 
h14 269.815628 269.8437479 269.8366872 269.8577771 269 .8524815 269.8682989 
h15 259.071806 259.067099 259.081159 259.0776287 259 .0881737 259.0855259 
h16 312.8223449 312.8364048 312.832874 312.8434189 312.8407709 312.8486796 
h17 307 .6806279 307.6735664 307.6946562 307.6893603 307.7051776 307.7012057 
hI8 301.0759239 301.104044 301.0969828 301.1180727 301.1127769 301.1285943 
h19 293 .1067629 293.0997018 293 .120792 293.1154962 293 .1313137 293 .1273419 
h20 283.1253739 283.1394341 283.1359037 283.1464487 283.1438009 283.1517097 
h21 335.9366179 335.9342639 335.9412939 335.9395284 335.9448009 335 .9434769 
h22 330.9147106 330.9287707 330.9252398 330.9357848 330 .9331368 330.9410455 
h23 325.0978368 325.093129 325 .1071891 325.1036584 325.1142035 325.1115555 
h24 318.3818816 318.3959418 318.3924112 318.4029563 318.4003083 318.4082171 
h25 310.3791676 310.3768139 310.383844 310.3820787 310.3873513 310.3860273 
Well t=49 t=50 t=51 t=52 t=53 t=54 
h1 251.4051332 251.4041403 251.407106 251.4063613 251.4085856 251.4080271 
h2 243.4011808 243.4071122 243.4056228 243.4100714 243 .4089544 243.4122909 
h3 237.4932015 237.4912157 237.4971472 237 .4956578 237.5001064 237.4989894 
h4 229.2016857 229.2076172 229.2061278 229.2105765 229.2094594 229.2127959 
h5 220 .6393503 220.6383574 220.6413232 220.6405785 220.6428028 220.6422443 
h6 272.2153805 272.2213119 272.2198225 272.2242711 272.2231541 272.2264906 
h7 264.7301141 264 .7271353 264.7360326 264.7337985 264 .7404714 264.7387958 
h8 257.3619963 257.3738592 257.3708804 257.3797777 257.3775436 257.3842165 
h9 248.697917 248 .6949383 248.7038355 248.7016015 248.7082744 248 .7065988 
h10 238.351744 238 .3576755 238.3561861 238 .3606347 238.3595177 238.3628542 
h11 292.7500004 292.7480145 292.753946 292.7524566 292 .7569052 292.7557881 
h12 285 .9299839 285.9418469 285.938868 285.9477653 285.9455312 285 .9522041 
h13 278 .5742042 278 .5702325 278.5820955 278.5791166 278 .5880139 278 .5857798 
h14 269.8643272 269 .8761902 269.8732114 269.8821087 269.8798746 269.8865475 
h15 259.0934346 259 .0914487 259.0973803 259.0958909 259.1003395 259 .0992224 
h16 312.8466936 312 .8526251 312.8511357 312 .8555843 312.8544672 312.8578037 
h17 307.7130688 307 .7100899 307.7189872 307.716753 307.723426 307.7217504 
hI8 301.1246225 301.1364856 301.1335067 301.142404 301.1401698 301.1468428 
h19 293.139205 293 .1362262 293.1451235 293.1428893 293.1495623 293.1478867 
h20 283.1497238 283 .1556553 283.1541659 283 .1586146 283 .1574975 283.160834 
h21 335.9474313 335 .9464383 335.949404 335.9486593 335 .9508836 335.9503251 
h22 330.9390595 330.9449911 330.9435016 330.9479503 330.9468332 330.9501697 
h23 325.1194642 325 .1174783 325.1234098 325.1219204 325 .126369 325.125252 
h24 318.4062312 318.4121627 318.4106733 318.415122 318.4140049 318.4173414 
h25 310.3899817 310.3889887 310.3919545 310.3912098 310.3934341 310 .3928756 
Well t=55 t=56 t=57 t=58 t=59 t=60 
hI 251.4096954 251.4092765 251.4105276 251.4102135 251.4111518 251.4109162 
h2 243.4114531 243.4139554 243.4133271 243.4152038 243.4147326 243.4161402 
h3 237.5023258 237.501488 237.5039904 237.503362 237.5052388 237.5047675 
h4 229.2119581 229.2144605 229.2138321 229.2157089 229.2152376 229 .2166452 
h5 220 .6439125 220.6434936 220.6447448 220.6444306 220.645369 220.6451334 
h6 272.2256528 272.2281551 272.2275268 272.2294035 272.2289323 272.2303398 
h7 264.7438005 264.7425438 264.7462974 264.7453548 264.74817 264.7474631 
h8 257.3825409 257.3875457 257.386289 257 .3900425 257.3891 257.3919151 
h9 248.7116035 248.7103468 248.7141004 248.7131579 248.715973 248.7152661 
hlO 238.3620164 238.3645187 238.3638904 238.3657672 238.3652959 238.3667035 
hll 292.7591246 292 .7582868 292 .7607891 292 .7601608 292 .7620376 292 .7615663 
h12 285.9505285 285.9555332 285.9542765 285.9580301 285.9570875 285.9599027 
h13 278.5924527 278.5907772 278.5957819 278.5945252 278.5982787 278 .5973362 
h14 269.8848719 269 .8898767 269.88862 269.8923735 269.891431 269.8942461 
h15 259.1025589 259.1017211 259.1042235 259.1035951 259.1054719 259.1050006 
h16 312 .8569659 312.8594682 312.8588399 312.8607167 312.8602454 312.861653 
hI7 307.7267551 307.7254984 307.7292519 307.7283094 307.7311245 307.7304176 
h18 301.1451672 301.1501719 301.1489152 301.1526688 301.1517262 301.1545414 
h19 293.1528914 293.1516347 293.1553883 293.1544457 293.1572609 293.156554 
h20 283.1599962 283.1624985 283.1618702 283.163747 283 .1632757 283.1646833 
h21 335.9519933 335.9515744 335.9528256 335.9525114 335.9534498 335.9532142 
h22 330 .9493319 330.9518342 330 .9512059 330 .9530826 330.9526114 330.9540189 
h23 325.1285885 325.1277507 325.130253 325.1296247 325.1315014 325 .1310302 
h24 318.4165036 318.4190059 318.4183776 318.4202543 318.4197831 318.4211907 
h25 310.3945438 310 .3941249 310.3953761 310.3950619 310.3960003 310.3957647 
Well t=61 t=62 t=63 t=64 t=65 t=66 
hI 251.41162 251.4114433 251.4119711 251.4118386 251.4122345 251.4121351 
h2 243.4157867 243.4168424 243.4165773 243.4173691 243.4171703 243.4177641 
h3 237.5061751 237.5058217 237.5068774 237.5066123 237.507404 237.5072052 
h4 229.2162918 229.2173474 229.2170824 229.2178741 229 .2176753 229 .2182691 
hS 220.6458372 220.6456605 220.6461883 220.6460558 220.6464516 220.6463522 
h6 272 .2299864 272.2310421 272.230777 272 .2315688 272 .23137 272.2319638 
h7 264.7495745 264.7490443 264.7506278 264.7502302 264.7514178 264.7511196 
h8 257 .3912082 257.3933196 257 .3927894 257.394373 257.3939753 257 .395163 
h9 248.7173775 248.7168473 248.7184308 248.7180332 248.7192209 248.7189226 
hl0 238.36635 238.3674057 238.3671406 238.3679324 238.3677336 238.3683274 
h11 292.7629739 292 .7626204 292.7636761 292.763411 292.7642028 292.764004 
h12 285.9591958 285 .9613072 285.960777 285.9623605 285.9619629 285.9631505 
h13 278.6001513 278 .5994444 278.6015558 278.6010256 278.6026092 278.6022115 
h14 269.8935392 269.8956506 269.8951204 269.896704 269.8963063 269.897494 
h15 259.1064082 259 .1060548 259.1071105 259.1068454 259.1076371 259.1074383 
hI6 312.8612995 312 .8623552 312.8620901 312.8628819 312.8626831 312 .8632769 
h17 307.732529 307 .7319988 307.7335824 307.7331847 307.7343724 307 .7340742 
h18 301.1538345 301.1559459 301.1554157 301.1569992 301.1566016 301.1577892 
h19 293.1586654 293.1581352 293 .1597187 293.1593211 293.1605087 293.1602105 
h20 283.1643298 283 .1653855 283.1651204 283.1659122 283.1657134 283 .1663072 
h21 335.953918 335 .9537413 335.9542691 335.9541366 335 .9545324 335.954433 
h22 330.9536655 330.9547212 330.9544561 330 .9552479 330.955049 330.9556429 
h23 325 .1324378 325 .1320843 325.13314 325.1328749 325.1336667 325.1334679 
h24 318.4208372 318.4218929 318.4216278 318.4224196 318.4222208 318.4228146 
h25 310.3964685 310 .3962918 310.3968196 310.3966871 310.3970829 310 .3969835 
Well t=67 t=68 t=69 t=70 t=71 t=72 
hl 251.412432 251.4123574 251.4125801 251.4125242 251.4126912 251.4126493 
h2 243.417615 243.4180603 243.4179485 243.4182825 243.4181987 243.4184492 
h3 237 .507799 237.5076499 237.5080953 237.5079835 237.5083175 237.5082336 
h4 229 .21812 229.2185654 229 .2184536 229.2187876 229 .2187037 229 .2189542 
h5 220.6466491 220 .6465746 220.6467973 220.6467413 220.6469084 220.6468664 
h6 272.2318147 272.23226 272.2321482 272 .2324822 272.2323983 272.2326489 
h7 264.7520103 264.7517867 264.7524547 264.752287 264.752788 264.7526622 
h8 257.3948648 257.3957555 257.3955318 257.3961999 257.3960321 257.3965332 
h9 248.7198134 248.7195897 248 .7202578 248.72009 248.720591 248 .7204652 
hl0 238.3681783 238.3686237 238 .3685118 238.3688459 238.368762 238.3690125 
h11 292.7645978 292 .7644487 292.7648941 292.7647822 292.7651163 292.7650324 
h12 285.9628523 285.9637431 285.9635194 285.9641874 285.9640197 285.9645207 
h13 278.6033992 278.603101 278.6039917 278.603768 278.6044361 278.6042683 
h14 269.8971958 269 .8980865 269.8978628 269.8985309 269.8983631 269.8988642 
hIS 259.1080321 259.107883 259.1083284 259.1082166 259.1085506 259.1084667 
h16 312.8631278 312 .8635732 312.8634613 312.8637954 312.8637115 312.863962 
h17 307 .7349649 307.7347412 307.7354093 307.7352415 307.7357426 307.7356167 
h18 301.157491 301.1583817 301.1581581 301.1588261 301. 1586584 301.1591594 
h19 293.1611013 293 .1608776 293.1615456 293.1613779 293.1618789 293.1617531 
h20 283.1661581 283 .1666035 283.1664916 283.1668257 283.1667418 283.1669923 
h21 335.9547299 335 .9546554 335.9548781 335.9548222 335.9549892 335.9549472 
h22 330 .9554938 330.9559391 330.9558273 330.9561613 330.9560774 330.956328 
h23 325.1340617 325.1339126 325 .1343579 325.1342461 325.1345801 325.1344962 
h24 318.4226655 318.4231108 318.422999 318.423333 318.4232492 318.4234997 
h25 310.3972804 310 .3972059 310.3974286 310.3973727 310.3975397 310.3974977 
Well t=73 t=74 t=75 t=76 t=77 t=78 
h1 251.4127745 251.4127431 251.412837 251.4128134 251.4128839 251.4128662 
h2 243.4183863 243.4185742 243.418527 243.4186679 243.4186325 243.4187382 
h3 237.5084841 237.5084212 237.5086091 237.5085619 237.5087029 237.5086675 
h4 229.2188913 229.2190792 229.219032 229.2191729 229.2191376 229.2192432 
h5 220.6469917 220.6469602 220.6470542 220.6470306 220.647101 220.6470833 
h6 272.232586 272.2327738 272.2327267 272.2328676 272.2328322 272.2329379 
h7 264.753038 264.7529436 264.7532255 264 .7531547 264.7533661 264.753313 
h8 257 .3964073 257 .3967831 257 .3966888 257.3969706 257.3968998 257.3971112 
h9 248.720841 248.7207467 248.7210285 248.7209577 248.7211691 248.721116 
hl0 238 .3689496 238.3691375 238 .3690903 238.3692312 238 .3691958 238.3693015 
h11 292.7652829 292.76522 292.7654079 292 .7653607 292.7655016 292.7654662 
h12 285.9643949 285.9647707 285.9646763 285.9649582 285.9648874 285.9650988 
hI3 278.6047694 278.6046436 278.6050193 278 .604925 278.6052068 278.605136 
h14 269.8987383 269.8991141 269.8990198 269 .8993016 269.8992308 269.8994422 
hIS 259.1087172 259 .1086543 259.1088422 259.108795 259.108936 259.1089006 
h16 312.8638991 312.864087 312.8640398 312.8641807 312.8641453 312.864251 
h17 307 .7359925 307.7358982 307.73618 307.7361092 307.7363206 307 .7362675 
h18 301.1590336 301.1594094 301.159315 301.1595969 301.1595261 301.1597375 
h19 293 .1621289 293 .1620345 293.1623164 293 .1622456 293.162457 293.1624039 
h20 283.1669294 283 .1671173 283.1670701 283.167211 283.1671756 283 .1672813 
h21 335.9550725 335 .955041 335.955135 335.9551114 335.9551818 335.9551642 
h22 330.9562651 330.9564529 330.9564058 330.9565467 330.9565113 330.956617 
h23 325.1347468 325 .1346839 325.1348717 325.1348246 325 .1349655 325.1349301 
h24 318.4234368 318.4236247 318.4235775 318.4237184 318.423683 318.4237887 
h25 310.397623 310.3975915 310.3976855 310.3976619 310.3977324 310.3977147 
Well t=79 t=80 t=81 t=82 t=83 t=84 
h1 251.412919 251.4129058 251.4129454 251.4129354 251.4129652 251.4129577 
h2 243.4187117 243.4187909 243.418771 243.4188305 243.4188155 243.4188601 
h3 237.5087732 237 .5087466 237.5088259 237 .508806 237.5088654 237 .5088505 
h4 229.2192167 229 .219296 229.2192761 229 .2193355 229.2193206 229 .2193652 
h5 220.6471362 220.6471229 220.6471626 220.6471526 220 .6471823 220 .6471749 
h6 272 .2329113 272.2.329906 272.2329707 272 .2330302 272.2330152 272 .2330598 
h7 264.7534715 264.7534317 264.7535506 264 .7535208 264.7536099 264.7535875 
h8 257.3970581 257 .3972167 257.3971769 257 .3972957 257.3972659 257 .3973551 
h9 248.7212745 248.7212347 248.7213536 248.7213238 248.721413 248.7213906 
hl0 238.369275 238.3693543 238.3693343 238.3693938 238.3693789 238.3694235 
hll 292.7655719 292.7655454 292.7656246 292.7656047 292.7656642 292 .7656493 
h12 285 .9650457 285 .9652042 285.9651644 285.9652833 285.9652535 285 .9653426 
h13 278.6053474 278.6052943 278.6054529 278.6054131 278.605532 278.6055021 
h14 269.8993891 269.8995477 269.8995079 269 .8996268 269.8995969 269 .8996861 
h15 259.1090063 259 .1089797 259.109059 259.1090391 259.1090985 259.1090836 
h16 312.8642245 312.8643037 312.8642838 312.8643433 312 .8643284 312.8643729 
h17 307 .7364261 307.7363863 307.7365052 307.7364753 307 .7365645 307 .7365421 
h18 301.1596844 301.1598429 301.1598031 301.159922 301 .1598922 301 .1599813 
h19 293 .1625624 293.1625226 293 .1626415 293 .1626117 293 .1627008 293.1626784 
h20 283.1672548 283.167334 283.1673141 283 .1673736 283 .1673587 283 .1674033 
h21 335.955217 335.9552037 335.9552434 335.9552334 335.9552631 335.9552557 
h22 330 .9565904 330.9566697 330.9566498 330 .9567093 330 .9566943 330 .9567389 
h23 325.1350358 325.1350093 325.1350885 325 .1350686 325.1351281 325.1351131 
h24 318.4237622 318.4238414 318.4238215 318.423881 318.423866 318.4239106 
h25 310.3977675 310 .3977542 310.3977939 310.3977839 310.3978136 310 .3978062 
Well t=85 t=86 t=87 t=88 t=89 t=90 
hl 251.41298 251.4129744 251.4129911 251.4129869 251 .4129995 251.4129963 
h2 243.4188489 243.4188824 243.418874 243.4188991 243.4188928 243.4189116 
h3 237.5088951 237.5088839 237.5089173 237.5089089 237.508934 237 .5089277 
h4 229.219354 229.2193874 229 ,219379 229.2194041 229.2193978 229.2194166 
h5 220 .6471972 220.6471916 220.6472083 220.6472041 220.6472166 220.6472135 
h6 272.2330486 272.2330821 272 .2330737 272.2330987 272.2330924 272.2331113 
h7 264.7536544 264.7536376 264.7536878 264 .7536752 264.7537128 264.7537034 
h8 257.3973327 257.3973996 257.3973828 257.3974329 257.3974203 257.3974579 
h9 248.7214574 248 .7214406 248 .7214908 248.7214782 248.7215158 248.7215064 
hI0 238 .3694123 238.3694457 238.3694373 238.3694624 238.3694561 238 .3694749 
h11 292.7656939 292.7656827 292 .7657161 292.7657077 292.7657328 292 .7657265 
h12 285.9653202 285.9653871 285.9653703 285.9654205 285.9654079 285.9654455 
h13 278.6055913 278.6055689 278 .6056358 278.605619 278.6056691 278.6056565 
h14 269 ,8996637 269.8997306 269 .8997138 269.8997639 269.8997513 269.899789 
h15 259 ,1091282 259.109117 259 .1091504 259.109142 259.1091671 259.1091608 
h16 312.8643618 312.8643952 312 .8643868 312.8644119 312.8644056 312.8644244 
h17 307.736609 307.7365922 307.7366423 307.7366297 307.7366673 307.7366579 
h18 301.1599589 301.1600258 301.160009 301.1600592 301.1600466 301.1600842 
hI9 293.1627453 293.1627285 293 .1627787 293 .1627661 293.1628037 293.1627943 
h20 283.1673921 283.1674255 283 .1674171 283.1674422 283.1674359 283.1674547 
h21 335.955278 335.9552724 335.9552891 335.9552849 335.9552974 335.9552943 
h22 330.9567277 330.9567612 330 .9567528 330.9567778 330.9567715 330.9567904 
h23 325.1351577 325.1351465 325.13518 325.1351716 325.1351966 325.1351904 
h24 318.4238994 318.4239329 318.4239245 318.4239496 318.4239433 318.4239621 
h25 310.3978285 310.3978229 310 .3978396 310.3978354 310 .3978479 310.3978448 
Well t=91 t=92 t=93 t=94 t=95 t=96 
hI 251.4130057 251.4130033 251.4130104 251.4130086 251.4130139 251.4130126 
h2 243.4189068 243.418921 243.4189174 243.418928 243.4189253 243.4189333 
h3 237.5089465 237.5089418 237.5089559 237 .5089524 237.508963 237 .5089603 
h4 229.2194119 229.219426 229.2194225 229.219433 229.2194304 229 .2194383 
hS 220.6472229 220 .6472205 220.6472276 220.6472258 220.6472311 220.6472298 
h6 272.2331065 272.2331206 272.2331171 272.2331277 272.233125 272 .233133 
h7 264 .7537316 264.7537245 264.7537456 264.7537403 264.7537562 264.7537522 
h8 257.3974485 257.3974767 257.3974696 257.3974908 257.3974855 257.3975014 
h9 248.7215346 248.7215275 248 .7215487 248.7215434 248.7215592 248 .7215553 
hlO 238.3694702 238.3694843 238 .3694807 238.3694913 238.3694887 238 .3694966 
hll 292.7657453 292.7657406 292 .7657547 292 .7657511 292.7657617 292.7657591 
h12 285.9654361 285.9654643 285 .9654572 285.9654784 285.965473 285 .9654889 
h13 278.6056942 278.6056847 278 .6057129 278.6057058 278.605727 278 .6057217 
h14 269.8997795 269.8998077 269.8998006 269.8998218 269.8998165 269.8998324 
hIS 259.1091796 259.1091749 259.109189 259.1091855 259.1091961 259.1091934 
h16 312.8644197 312.8644338 312.8644302 312.8644408 312.8644382 312 .8644461 
h17 307.7366861 307.736679 307 .7367002 307.7366949 307.7367108 307.7367068 
h18 301.1600748 301.160103 301.1600959 301.1601171 301.1601117 301.1601276 
h19 293 .1628225 293.1628154 293.1628366 293.1628312 293.1628471 293 .1628431 
h20 283.16745 283.1674641 283 .1674605 283.1674711 283.1674685 283.1674764 
h21 335 .9553037 335 .9553013 335.9553084 335.9553066 335.9553119 335 .9553106 
h22 330.9567856 330.9567997 330.9567962 330.9568068 330.9568041 330.9568121 
h23 325.1352092 325.1352044 325.1352185 325.135215 325.1352256 325 .1352229 
h24 318.4239574 318.4239715 318.4239679 318.4239785 318.4239758 318.4239838 
h25 310.3978542 310.3978518 310.3978589 310.3978571 310.3978624 310.3978611 
Well t=97 t=98 t=99 t=100 t=101 t=102 
hI 251.4130166 251.4130156 251.4130185 251.4130178 251.41302 251.4130195 
h2 243.4189313 243.4189372 243 .4189357 243.4189402 243.4189391 243.4189424 
h3 237.5089682 237.5089662 237 .5089722 237 .5089707 237.5089752 237.508974 
h4 229.2194363 229.2194423 229 .2194408 229.2194452 229.2194441 229.2194475 
h5 220.6472337 220.6472327 220.6472357 220.647235 220.6472372 220.6472366 
h6 272.233131 272.2331369 272 .2331354 272.2331399 272.2331388 272.2331421 
h7 264 .7537641 264.7537611 264.7537701 264.7537678 264.7537745 264 .7537728 
h8 257.3974974 257.3975093 257.3975063 257.3975152 257.397513 257.3975197 
h9 248.7215672 248.7215642 248 .7215731 248.7215709 248.7215775 248.7215759 
hl0 238.3694946 238.3695006 238.3694991 238.3695035 238.3695024 238.3695058 
hll 292.765767 292.765765 292.765771 292.7657695 292 .7657739 292.7657728 
h12 285.9654849 285 .9654968 285 .9654938 285.9655028 285.9655005 285 .9655072 
h13 278.6057376 278.6057336 278.6057455 278.6057425 278.6057514 278.6057492 
h14 269.8998284 269.8998403 269 .8998373 269.8998462 269.899844 269.8998507 
h15 259.1092013 259.1091993 259.1092053 259.1092038 259.1092083 259.1092071 
h16 312 .8644441 312.86445 312 .8644486 312.864453 312.8644519 312.8644552 
h17 307.7367187 307.7367157 307.7367246 307.7367224 307.7367291 307 .7367274 
h18 301.1601236 301.1601355 301.1601325 301.1601415 301.1601392 301.1601459 
h19 293 .162855 293.162852 293.162861 293.1628587 293 .1628654 293.1628637 
h20 283.1674744 283.1674804 283.1674789 283.1674833 283.1674822 283.1674855 
h21 335 .9553145 335.9553135 335 .9553165 335.9553158 335.955318 335.9553174 
h22 330.9568101 330.956816 330 .9568145 330.956819 330.9568179 330.9568212 
h23 325.1352309 325.1352289 325.1352348 325.1352333 325 .1352378 325.1352367 
h24 318.4239818 318.4239877 318.4239862 318.4239907 318.4239896 318.4239929 
h25 310.397865 310.397864 310.397867 310.3978663 310.3978685 310.3978679 
Well t=103 t=104 t=105 t=106 t=107 t=108 
hI 251.4130211 251.4130207 251.413022 251.4130217 251.4130226 251.4130224 
h2 243.4189416 243.4189441 243.4189435 243.4189453 243.4189449 243.4189463 
h3 237 .5089774 237 .5089766 237 .5089791 237 .5089784 237.5089803 237 .5089798 
h4 229.2194466 229.2194491 229 .2194485 229.2194504 229. 2194499 229.2194513 
h5 220.6472383 220.6472379 220 .6472391 220.6472388 220 .6472398 220.6472395 
h6 272.2331413 272.2331438 272.2331432 272.233145 272.2331446 272.233146 
h7 264.7537779 264.7537766 264.7537804 264.7537794 264.7537822 264 .7537815 
h8 257.397518 257.397523 257 .3975217 257.3975255 257.3975246 257.3975274 
h9 248.7215809 248.7215796 248.7215834 248.7215824 248.7215853 248.7215846 
hl0 238.3695049 238.3695074 238.3695068 238 .3695087 238.3695082 238.3695096 
h11 292.7657761 292.7657753 292.7657778 292.7657772 292.7657791 292 .7657786 
h12 285.9655055 285.9655106 285.9655093 285.9655131 285.9655121 285.965515 
h13 278.6057559 278.6057542 278 .6057592 278.6057579 278.6057617 278.6057608 
h14 269.899849 269.899854 269.8998527 269.8998565 269.8998556 269.8998584 
h15 259.1092105 259.1092097 259.1092122 259.1092115 259.1092134 259.1092129 
h16 312.8644544 312.8644569 312 .8644563 312.8644582 312.8644577 312.8644591 
hi7 307.7367324 307.7367311 307.7367349 307.736734 307.7367368 307 .7367361 
h18 301.1601442 301.1601493 301.160148 301.1601518 301.1601508 301.1601536 
h19 293 .1628688 293 .1628675 293 .1628713 293.1628703 293.1628732 293 .1628724 
h20 283.1674847 283.1674872 283.1674866 283.1674885 283 .167488 283.1674894 
h21 335.9553191 335.9553187 335.95532 335.9553196 335.9553206 335.9553203 
h22 330.9568204 330.9568229 330.9568223 330.9568241 330.9568237 330.9568251 
h23 325.13524 325.1352392 325.1352417 325.1352411 325.1352429 325 .1352425 
h24 318.4239921 318.4239946 318.423994 318.4239959 318.4239954 318.4239968 
h25 310.3978696 310.3978692 310.3978705 310.3978701 310 .3978711 310.3978708 
Well t=109 t=110 t=111 t=112 t=113 t=1l4 
hI 251.4130231 251.4130229 251.4130234 251.4130233 251.4130237 251.4130236 
h2 243.4189459 243.418947 243.4189467 243.4189475 243.4189473 243.4189479 
h3 237.5089813 237.5089809 237.508982 237.5089817 237.5089825 237.5089823 
h4 229.219451 229.219452 229.2194518 229.2194526 229.2194524 229.219453 
h5 220 .6472402 220.6472401 220.6472406 220.6472405 220 .6472409 220.6472408 
h6 272.2331456 272.2331467 272.2331464 272 .2331472 272.233147 272 .2331476 
h7 264.7537837 264.7537831 264.7537847 264.7537843 264.7537855 264.7537852 
h8 257 .3975267 257.3975288 257.3975283 257.3975299 257.3975295 257.3975306 
h9 248.7215867 248.7215861 248.7215877 248.7215873 248.7215885 248.7215882 
hl0 238.3695093 238.3695103 238.3695101 238.3695108 238 .3695106 238.3695112 
hll 292.76578 292.7657797 292.7657807 292.7657804 292.7657812 292.765781 
h12 285.9655142 285.9655164 285.9655158 285.9655174 285.965517 285.9655182 
h13 278.6057636 278.6057629 278.605765 278.6057645 278.6057661 278.6057657 
h14 269.8998577 269.8998598 269.8998593 269.8998609 269.8998605 269.8998616 
h15 259.1092144 259.109214 259.1092151 259.1092148 259.1092156 259.1092154 
hI6 312.8644588 312.8644598 312.8644595 312.8644603 312.8644601 312.8644607 
h17 307.7367382 307.7367377 307.7367393 307.7367389 307.73674 307.7367397 
hI8 301.1601529 301.1601551 301.1601545 301.1601561 301.1601557 301.1601569 
h19 293.1628746 293.162874 293.1628756 293 .1628752 293.1628764 293.1628761 
h20 283.1674891 283.1674901 283.1674899 283.1674906 283.1674904 283.167491 
h21 335.955321 335.9553209 335.9553214 335 .9553213 335.9553217 335.9553216 
h22 330.9568247 330.9568258 330.9568255 330.9568263 330.9568261 330.9568267 
h23 325 .1352439 325.1352435 325.1352446 325.1352443 325.1352451 325.1352449 
h24 318.4239964 318.4239975 318.4239972 318.423998 318.4239978 318.4239984 
h25 310.3978716 310 .3978714 310.3978719 310.3978718 310.3978722 310.3978721 
Well t=l1S t=116 t=117 t=118 t=119 t=120 
h1 251.4130239 251.4130238 251.413024 251.413024 251.4130241 251.4130241 
h2 243.4189478 243.4189482 243.4189481 243.4189484 243.4189484 243.4189486 
h3 237.5089829 237 .5089827 237.5089832 237.5089831 237.5089834 237 .5089833 
h4 229.2194528 229.2194533 229.2194532 229 .2194535 229.2194534 229.2194537 
h5 220.6472411 220.647241 220.6472412 220.6472411 220.6472413 220.6472413 
h6 272 .2331475 272 .2331479 272.2331478 272 .2331481 272.233148 272.2331483 
h7 264 .7537861 264 .7537859 264.7537865 264.7537864 264.7537869 264 .7537867 
h8 257 .3975303 257 .3975312 257.397531 257.3975317 257.3975315 257.397532 
h9 248.7215891 248 .7215889 248.7215896 248 .7215894 248 .7215899 248.7215898 
hID 238.3695111 238.3695115 238.3695114 238.3695118 238.3695117 238.3695119 
h11 292 .7657816 292.7657815 292 .7657819 292.7657818 292.7657822 292 .7657821 
h12 285.9655179 285.9655188 285 .9655186 285.9655193 285.9655191 285.9655196 
h13 278 .6057669 278 .6057666 278.6057674 278.6057672 278.6057679 278.6057677 
h14 269.8998613 269 .8998622 269.899862 269 .8998627 269.8998625 269 .899863 
hIS 259 .109216 259.1092158 259.1092163 259 .1092162 259.1092165 259.1092164 
h16 312 .8644606 312.864461 312.8644609 312.8644613 312.8644612 312.8644614 
h17 307 .7367406 307.7367404 307 .7367411 307.7367409 307.7367414 307.7367413 
h18 301.1601566 301.1601575 301.1601573 301.1601579 301.1601578 301.1601583 
h19 293 .162877 293 .1628768 293 .1628775 293 .1628773 293 .1628778 293 .1628777 
h20 283 .1674909 283.1674913 283.1674912 283.1674916 283 .1674915 283 .1674917 
h21 335.9553219 335 .9553218 335.955322 335.955322 335.9553221 335 .9553221 
h22 330 .9568266 330.956827 330 .9568269 330 .9568272 330 .9568271 330.9568274 
h23 325.1352455 325 .1352454 325.1352458 325 .1352457 325 .135246 325 .13 52459 
h24 318.4239983 318 .4239987 318.4239986 318.4239989 318.4239989 318.4239991 
h25 310.3978724 310.3978723 310.3978725 310 .3978725 310.3978726 310.3978726 
